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ABSTRACT

Intze tanks are widely used in this country and other

parts of the world as large - capacity overhead water-

reservoirs. From the point of view of structural efficiency

and economy the Intze~anks are found to be preferable to

other types of water-towers for a wide spectrum of capa-

cities. Unfortunately, however, the design of such an

important structure have not yet been rationalised. In

fact, the conventional methods of analysis of the Intzl

tanks and the supporting towers are so approximate and

in some cases so contradictory that designers often get

lost as to which method to follow. It was mainly to resolve

this problem that the author has been prompted to under-

take this research work. As part of the investigation,

therefore, the author studied the conventional methods,

dis~ussed them in some detail to bring out their differewc

nees, illustrating each method with a case study. The samB~

problems were then analysed by available Finite Element

programs using axi-symmetric shell elements for the tank

and space frame elements for the tower. The results of

Finite Element analysis clearly indicate that the'con-

ventional methods often lead to uneconomical designs in

some respects and what may, in fact, be fatal to unsafe

designs in other respects. Thus it is advisable that more

sophisticated methods, such as Finite Element analysis

should be adopted whenever possible, for the analysis of

Intze tanks to make the design safe and economical.

o
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Reinforced concrete overhead water tanks are widely

used as service reservoirs in water supply systems and for

other purposes requiring elevated sources of water. The size

of the tank~epends on the quantity of water to be stored,

the height on the pressure-head required and the shape

generally on economy. Of course other considerations such

as architectural demand or specific conditions of a site

often influence the geometry.

Water towers ~re usually constr~cted in a wide variety

of shapes. Gray and Manning(1) illustrate several types that

include cylindrical, conical, polygonal or rectangular tanks

having 6ne or more compartments and supported on columns,

shafts -or-a combination--of- both-.The shape of the tank largely

affects the structural design and the cost of construction.

Therefore, to find out the most economical design, the struc-

tural engineer may have to try a few alternatives within the

latit~des of his choice. The final selection would then be

based on the estimated total cost comprising- the costs of

concrete, reinforcement and shuttering for the different

alternati ves.

The geometrical shape leading to the least surface-

area of the tank. seldom gives the most economical solution,

but is always a useful guideline towards the best shape. Also

the design of the tank generally affects the cost of the
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supportin~ tower and the foundations. Thus the cheapest

tank may not necessarily result in the cheapest.complete

tower. However, as regards the preliminary choice of shape,

an important observation is that different shapes prove to

be economical in different capacity ranges. For capacities

below 50,000 gallons, cylindrical or rectangular tanks with

flat bottom and roof seem to be economical, while the Intze

tanks are found to be preferable for a wide spectrum of

capacities ranging from 50,000 to about 400,000 gallons. For

capacities above that, prestressed concrete tanks or flat

floor rectangular tanks might be more economical.

1.2 The Intze Tank

As stated earlier, the Intze tanks are found to be

more economical than other types of overhead water tanks for

a wide ran~eof capacities. An Intze tank sssential~y ~onsists.

of several axi-symmetric shells namely, the top dome, the

cylindrical wall, the con~cal dome and the bottom spherical

dome with three ring beams inserted at the junctions as

shown in Fig. 1.1. The economy of the Intze tanks results

mainly from their efficient container shape as explained

below.

It is found that, for storing large volume of water,

an elevated circular tank with a flat floor-slab supported

on a mesh of beams develops large bending moments in the

floor-slab calling for its excessive thickness, since ten-

sion cracks must be avoided to ensure a leak-proof design.
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TOP DOME
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Fig. 1.1 Vertical section -of an Intze tank
showing various parts.
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Moreover, the complex arrangement of beams and columns raises

the cost of shuttering and makes the analysis difficult and

less accurate. Domes prove to be an economical alternative

in such circumstances. Domes with small rise generally

adopted in such cases develop only compressive stresses in

them (except perhaps near the edges) and are thus water-tight.

The required thickness of the dome is small and this results

in considerable saving of material. A similar saving may also

be att ained by making the bottom conical. The Intze tank,

which employs a combination of cone and dome as its floor,

is a further improvement over the simple domed-floor. It

is supposed to be so proportioned that the inward and out-

ward horizontal thrusts on the bottom circular beam at the

junction of the cone ahd the bottom dome approximately

balance each other. In short the interaction between various

shells and ring beams of the Intze tank helps produce an

efficient structural shape that consumes less material and

thus makes the tank economical.

1.3 Analysis of Intze Tanks: Shortcomings of Conventional
Methods

The fundamental philosophy of the Intze tank geometry

is to take advantage of the membrane action of shells to

resist a major proportion of the' loads while keeping the

bending action within the threshold of insignificance.

However, it is difficult to assess the actual emancipation

of the two actions mainly due to the uncertain boundary

conditions imposed by the ring beams and the inevitable
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complications that ensue when compatibility is considered.

As such, for trouble-shooting, most of the conventional

methods entirely r,eglect the bending stresses and suggest

a pure membrane analysis for the shells while the ring

beams are designed for hoop forces arising out of membrane

action of shells. The implications are quite significant.

The ring beams and component shells are in general over-

designed for membrane forces while inadequate provision

of flexural reinforcements in the shells especially at

their edges tend to considerably reduce the factor of

safety. And the only conventional method(2) that suggests

a secondary analysis for the effects of continuity is

rarely followed by designers due to the complicated and

laborious procedure of the secondary analysis. Moreover,

even if this endeavour is undertaken, there still remains

considerable controversy over the accuracy of the analysis.

While deferring further and more elaborate discussion of

the conventional methods to Chapter 2, it may be stated here

that the conventional analysis of Intze tanks results in

underdesign somewhere and overdesign elsewhere.

As regards the analysis and design of the supporting

tower by conventional methods similar observations hold good

as would be apparent from the discussion presented in

Chapter 3. In short it can be said that although the Intze

tanks are more economical compared to other types of over~

head water tanks their economy might be further improved

if the design is based on a more rational analysis;
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1.4 Objective of the Research

With the advent of mod~rn digital computers, Finite

Element method(3),(4) using numerical integration has

emerged as a powerful tool doing real wonders in solving

highly complex problems:in structural engineering and other

fields with enormous speed and accuracy. Realising the

importance of optimum design of Intze tanks in the context

of their vast use in Bangladesh, and considering the avail-

ability of a well-documented Finite Element program(5) for

analysis ofaxi~symmetric shell structures, a space-frame

program(6) for analysis of towers and lastly ~ powerful

IBM-370 computer in BUET, the author was inspired to under-

take this research project aimed at optimum design,of Intze

tanks and supporting towers. The objective of the research

is to rationalise the design of Intze tanks and supporting

towers using Finite Element analysis, thereby making the

structure safe and economical.

1.5 Scope of the Research

As part of the literature survey, this work first

presents a brief outline of the conventional methods of

analysis of Intze tanks and supporting towers, illustrated

with appropriate case studies, in the two chapters that

follow. Next, the results of Finite Element analysis of the

illustrated cases mentioned above are presented in graphical

form and then tabulated along with the results of conventio-

nal analysis for direct comparison. The tank dimensions are
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then suitably modified and then the new stress conditions

are also plotted for the modified sections to check the

adequacy of the modified dimensions.

The towers illustrating conventional analysis are

similarly analysed by Finite Element method presenting

the results in graphical and tabular forms. Some parameters

affecting the design of the tower are also studied.

Finally, on the basis of the results of this investi-

gation. conclusions are drawn and suggestions for improvement

in the design of the structural components of the tank and

the tower are made.



CHAPTER. 2

CONVENTIONAL ANALYSIS OF INTZE TANKS

2.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a brief but comprehensi~e dis-

cussion of the conventional methods of analysis of Intze

tanks critically discussing the simplifying assumptions

made for the sake of analysis and identifying the points

of uncertainties and weaknesses. Three methods are consi-

dered for discussion here which are due to the following'

authors:

1. Jai Krishna and Jain(2)

2. Gray and Manning(1)

3. Sushil Kumar(7)

The above methods are more or less complete by themselves.

It may be possible to conceive of some other methods for

analysis of the component shells of the Intze tank using

shell theories(B). However in any method, whatsoever, the

primary concern would be proper assumption of boundary

conditions for the shells. This poses a difficult problem,

since the amount of restraint' exerted by the stiffening

ring-beams at the junctions is anything but apparent. As

a consequence, it becomes necessary, for the sake of analysis,

to make certain simplifying assumptions that may not be

fully justified •.NSedless to say, the three methods, refe-

rred to above, are not free from such limitations. These

methods ar~, however, very popular among practitioners in

this and neighbouring countries. As such these three methods
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have been selected as representative conventional methods

for discussion. Three case studies, one for each method,

are included at the end of this chapter. An additional

design example (case study 4) is also included here in

order to reflect the important features of standard design

practice.

2.2 General Discussion of Conventional Methods of Analysis

The conventional methods of analysis of Intze tanks,

mentioned in the preceding article, can be divided into two

categories.

Methods belonging to the first category suggest a

simple membrane analysis for the component shells, the ring

beams being supposed to carry the thrusts arising out of

membr~e actions of the shells (Fig. 2.1). Thes~ methods

do not consider the question of compatibility of displace-

ments and rotations at the junctions and neglect the bending

stresses in the shells. The methods due to sushil Kumar and

Gray and Manning fall under this category. In fact, these

two methods are almost identical save and except one point

of discord regarding the meridional moment at the bottom of

the conical dome. While Sushi 1 Kumar assumes that there is

no such moment at all (as would happen if pure membrane

action prevailed), Gray and Manning recommend designing the

bottom ,of the conical dome for a restraint moment that would

occur at the bottom of a circular tank having the same dia-

meter as the bottom of the cone and the same height as the

'..
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Fig. 2.1 Meridional membrane forces and their components.
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depth of water at this level. In all other respects the

two methods are indistinguishable and although in some cases

the expressions for stress resultants may appear to be

different, simple trigonometrical transformations coupled

with consideration of geometry quickly reveal their equi-

valence.

The other method due to Jai Krishna and Jain belong

to the second category where the analysis of the Intze tank

,is performed in two phases. In Phase-I a membrane analysis

is carried out using the same principle and formulae as the

methods of category 1, while, in Phase-II, a secondary

analysis is proposed for the effects of continuity. In the

first phase actual loads are applied on the shells and

boundary conditions are applied in such a manner as to

ensure that only membrane stresses occur. These stresses

are obviously not the actual values and also the bo~ndary

displacements and rotations of the shells and ring beams

are incompatible (Fig. 2.2). Thus, the continuity analysis

is essential for establishing compatibility ffidto obtain

correct stresses. For this step it is essential to define

the relationships between edge loadings and resulting edge

displacements. These relationships are obtained on the basis

of shell bending theories. Compatibility equations are then

set up for each junction with the actual edge forces as

unknowns. These are linear simultaneous equations and can

be solv~d to obtain the secondary stresse~. For each junction

two equations are needed, one ensuring compatibility of
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I ,
. ,I,

• III
. II,

. I

~JJ..........~ .......,~............
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. -

-------
(Firm line) = Undeflected shape
(Dotted lihe) = Independent shell deformation

--- - --- (Chain line) = Deformation maintaining
continui tY.

Fig. 2.2 Continuity oi'o.isplacements.

rotation and the other that of horizontal displacement.

Continuity of vertical displacement is automatically satis-

fied. Solving these equations for unknown edge forces, the

final stress resultants such as the meridional moment, hoop

tension and meridional thrust can be calculated. It is

assumed that the shells are thin and the effect of one

junction does not propagate to the next junction. It is

also implied that the shells meet each other at the centres

of ring-beams. Unfortunately, however, the above analysis

_ /J •
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for effects of continuity involves tedious calculations

and hence, more or less, impracticable. Of course a computer

program developed for the purpose by Jain -and Singh(9) might

prove to be useful.

It is reported that this method was further generalised

by Arya(1D) for the case of axi-symmetric shell structures

by providing non-dimensional values in the form of numerical

tffiles for stiffnesses and membrane displacements. These

values are claimed to be more accurate and applicable to

shells with uniformly varying thickness as well(11).

2.3 The Assumptions, Outline and Discussion of the
Membrane Analysis

A brief outline of the membrane analysis is now presen-

ted, to give a clear concept of the procedure usually adopted

for the analysis of different_parts of the Intze tank. The

assumptions made implicitly or explicitly to arrive at the

working formulae are stated and discussed to bring out the

drawbacks of an~lysing the Intze tanks by the membrane theory

of shells •.

2.3.1 The Top Dome

Assumptions: (i) The dome is hinged along its edge A, the

joint between the top dome and the tsp ring beam, but is

restrained from radial displacement (Fig. 2.3).

(ii) Membrane action prevails in the shell and edge distur-

bances are negligible.



Referring to Fig. 2.3, let

R = Radius of top dome

h = Rise of the dome

D = Diameter of the tank

~ = Semi-central angle of the dome

w = Total vertical load per unit area of dome surface.

The expressions for meridional membrane force N~ and

circumferential membrane force Ne (hoop-force) in the dome,

as used by the three methods, are presented below in tabular

form.

Method

a) Sushil Kumar R(cos2~+ Cos ~
w c 1 r '"'. . + .~os",.

- 1

b) Gray & Manning 27TRhw/ (-frD5in~) wR(Cos ~ - 1
1 + Cos ~)

c) Jai and J~in,~, ~wR!(1+Cos ~) not determined in
membrane analysis.

Discussion: The assumption that there is no rotational

restraint at joint A is incorrect. In fact, the Phase-II

analysis of Jai .and Jain shows the existance of some sagging

moment at joint A tending to close the.angle A (tension on

outer face). The other assumption that radial displacement

is completely restrained is also far from being true. Thus,

although the above expressions give compressive values of

< 51048', continuity analysis shows development

of hoop tension near the edge of the dome. The actual stress

• o
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condition can be revealed only by a rational analysis such

as that of the Finite Element method.

2.3.2 The Top Ring Beam

Assumption: This ring beam at joint A resists the

horizontal component of the meridional tbrust:N~ from the

top dome (Fig. 2.4) through hoop action.

Thus hoop force, Te = HD/2; where H = N~ Cos ~ , and
D = diameter of the tank.

Discussion: The above formula clearly gives an over-estimate

of the hoop force in the top ring beam, because in deriving

this formula compatibility of displacements at joint A has

not been considered. It is easy to guess that in the process

of maintaining continuity of radial displacement in the

vicinity of joint A, the adjacent portions of the top dome

and the cylindrical wall would-~arry a considerable share
of the hoop force.

2.3.3 The Cylindricsl Wall

Assumptions: (i) The cylindrical wall is flexible in

~he vertical direction and has no restraint against rotation

or radial displacement at either end. This assumption dis-

misses the pnssibility of development of any restraint moment

at the base of the wall.

(ii) The fluid pressure against the wall is resisted entirely

by hoop action, the hoop tension at any level of the wall

being directly proportional to the hydrostatic pressure at

that level.
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Thus, at any depth h below water level (Fig. 2.5)

the hoop tension is given by Ne = YwhD/2, where

D = diameter of tank, and y = density of water.w

Discussion: The assumption that there is no restraint moment

at the.base of the cylindrical wall needs careful investiga-

tion. Because due to lack of confidence in the above assump-

tionf, designers tend to provide enormous flexural reinforce-
. (12)ments for meridional momen~ calculated by using Reissner's

theory for a cylindrical wall cantilevering off the base,

while providing for hoop tension given by the above formula.

It may be noted here that Reissner's theory,as simplified

by Carpenter, gives the following formulae for calculating

the bending moment at the base and the position and magnitude

of maximum circumferential tension (Fig. 2.6), where the

coefficients F and K are given in Table 2.1.,
3Restraint moment, Mr = FYwH ,

Maximum hoop tension, Ne = YwHD(1-K)/2, and

Position of maximum hoop tension, L = KH.

Obviously, the maximum hoop tension and maximum restraint

moment cannot occur simultaneously at the base. In fact, if

the bottom were,free, the hoop tension wouLd be maximum with

zero restraint moment; on the other hand, if the bottom were

fixed, the hoop tension would be zero with maximum restraint

moment.sIn case of a partial rest~aint; as appears to be the

situation at the base. of the cylindrical wall in an Intze

tank, the magnitude of the hoop tensiDn and restraint moment

would depend on the actual effective restraint and could be
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TA8LE 2.1

Coeffs. F K

\H/t-+- 10 20 30 40 10 20 30 40
H/o • ""

0.2 0.046 0.028 0.022 0.015 0.65 0.50 0.45 0.40

0.3 0.032 0.019 0.014 0.010 0.55 0.43 0.38 0.33

0.4 0.024 0.014 0.010 0.007 0.50 0.39 0.35 0.30

0.5 0.020 0.012 0.009 0.006 0.45 0.37 0.32 0.27

1.0 0.012 0.006 0.005 0.003 0.37 0.28 0.24 0.21

2.0 0.006 0.004 0.003 0.002 0.30 0.22 0.19 0.16

4.0 0.004 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.27 0.20 0.17 0.14

determined only by a rational analysis such as that of the

Finite Element method.

2.3.4 The -Bottom Ring Beam

Assumption: This ring beam introduced at the junction

of the cylindrical wall and the conical dome is supposed to

carry, in addition to the fluid pressure against its inner

surface, the entire horizontal component of the inclined

meridional thrust of the coriical dome below it through hoop

action.

Let T be the meridional thrust of the conical dome,

the vertical component of which must balance the total

vertical load (say p) at the top of the cone, then its

horizontal component would be (Fig. 2.7), H1 = T 5in ~ =p tan a.

Als9 fluid pressure, H2 = Ywhd. Thus hoop tension in the
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ring beam comes out to be Te = HD/2, where H = H1+Hr
Discussion: Apparently the above procedure for calculating

the hoop force in the bottom ring beam seems to be reason-

able, but since the exact stress distribution in the region

is not known, it would be wis.e to wait until a Finite Element

analysis reveals the mystery, before making a final comment.

2.3.5 The Conical Wall

Assumptions: (i) There is no meridion~l moment in

the wall.

(ii) The radial movement is unrestrained af either end of

tHe wall.

The above assumptions lead to the following formula

for hoop tensionNe at any height h above the base of the

cone (Fig. 2.8).

Ne = (p/Cosoo+ q tan a) x Dh/2 , where,

Dh = diameter of the cone at any height h,
p = hydrosta.tic pressure at this level,

q = self-wt. of the wall per unit area, and

a = inclination of the wall with the vertical.

Discussion: The above formula gives a fairly constant

value of the hoop tension Ne throughout the cone. This is

quite illogical, since it violates the very noble design

concept of the truncated-cone-and-dome floor according to

which the inward and outward thrus~on the circular beam

at the junction of the cone and the bottom dome should

approximately balance. This would mean negligible radial
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movement of the circular bea~ and therefore considering

continuity of, radtal displacement, the hoop tension in the

cone should gradually vanish towards its lower end. It may

be no~ed here that the Phase-II analysis of Jai and Jain
actually shows such a trend.

The other assumption that bending moment in the cone

is zero is also untrue. ,Because the weights of water over

the cone and the bottom dome tend to cause rotations of

the circular beam, in opposite directions so that the

resultant r6tation of the beam ~ould b~ negligible in a

well-proportioned design. As such the circular beam may be

looked upon as a fixed support giving rise to restraint

moments on its either side i.e. both in the cone and in the

bottom dome. Perhaps induced by such a consideration, Gray

and Manning recommend designing the bottom of the conical

dome for a restraint moment that would occur at the base of

a circular tank having the same diameter as the bottom of

the cone and the same height as the depth of water at this

level and that can be calculated using Reissner's theory

(Art. 2.3.3). In fact, out of the three methods mentioned

in Art. 2.1, only Sushil Kumar completely neglects this

restr~nt moment, while both Gray & Manning as well as

Jai & Jain take into account this moment calculated in some

way or other. Jai and Jain obtains the restraint moment

from Phase-II analysis for effects of continuity.
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2.3.6 The Bottom Dome

Assumptions: (i) The dome is hinged along the periphery.

(ii) Pure membr~e state of stress exists throughout.

Accordingly the meridional thrust N~ at the edge is

given by a formula similar to the one for top dome,

N~ = W/(2nR Sin2~), where,

W = total wt. of the dome and the water resting

directly above it.

R = Radius of the dome

~ = Semi-central angle (Fig. 2.9).

Discussion: The assumptio~ (i) neglects the meridional

restraint moment. But,as discussed in Art. 2.3.5, some

undetermined restraint moment exists at the edge. Phase-II

analysis of Jai and Jain gives similar indication.

The membrane analysis does not worry about the hoop

stress which is assumed to be compressive. But any outward

movement of the circular beam may cause tensile hoop stre-

sses near the edge of the bottom dome under certain condi-

tions. These points would be studied through Finite Element

analysis for a rational design.

Fig. 2.9
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2.3.7 The Bottom Circular Beam

The functio'n, behaviour, and design concept of the

bottom circular beam are totally different from those of

other parts of"the Intze tank. Instead of having a conti-

nuous support, as is the case with all other components,

the circular beam is supported only at some discrete

points along its periphery by a number of equidistant

columns (Fig. 2.10).

As such the circular beam is subjected to bending

moments, torsion and shear for which the following assump-

tions hold good:

(i) Shear force and torsion are zero at mid-span

(ii) Torsion is zero at supports.

A = Section of max. +ve BM
B.C = Section of max. twisting mom.
P,~ = Section of max. -ve BM and

max. shear force.

Fig. 2.10
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Hence the beam is to be designed for

(i) Maximum shear force and -ve bending moments at

supports.

(ii) Maximum +ve bending moments ~t mid-span and

(iii) Maximum torsion at points of contraflexure.

The formulae for finding out the maximum bending and

twisting moments are given below(7).

(i) Max. -ve BM at support = K1 WR2S

(ii) Max. BM at midspan 2+ve = K2WR .S

(iii) Max. twisting moment et
point of contraflexure = K3WR

2S

(S in radians)

"

"
The values of the coefficients K1, K2, K3 and the angles

Sand S for different numbers of columns are given in

Table 2.2, and

R = Radius of the circle of columns

W = Vertical,load (includingself-wte.-l -per unict

length of the periphery •

..
TABLE 2.2

. of -c-No.
cols e K1 K2 K3 S

n
900 0; 137

1~-
4 .. 0.070 0.021 19'4

720
10

5 0.108 0.054 0.014 15:ii"

6 600 0.089 0.045 0.009 12304
7 30 0.077 0.037 0.007 102051'7 4

45° 0.066 0.030 0.005 108 9"2
400 0.060 0.027 0,004 109 8"2

I

360
I

I
10

10 ! 0.054 0.023 0.003 7~.
I.
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Discussion: The Finite Eiement analysis of the Intze tank

usir'9 axi-symmetric thick-shell elements is unable to

provide any information, regarding the moments etc. in the

circular beam. This is a limitation of the use of axi-

symmetric 51,811 elements. Hence no discussion of the above

analysis would be possible in the light of Finite Element

anblysis. However, the circular beam will be considered as

straight bracings in the space frame analysis that may

throw some light on the magnitudes of the moments ,and

shears in the beam.

r
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2.4 Case Studies

Some four examples of Intze tank design are presented

her8 to illustrate the usual design practices so far dis-

cussed. The same tanks are analysed by the Finite Element

method using axi-symmetric shell elements program, the

results being presented in tabuiar/graphicalform in

Chapter 4.

Details of calculation of the design examples are

available in the corresponding references and hence omitted

here. Only the final stresses and reinforcements are quoted

here. The physical dimensions of the tanks are shown in

figures.

2.4.1 Case Study 1

This des.ignexample is taken -from "Plain and Rein-

forced Concrete" by JaiKri-shna &--Jaini2).. Figures -here

are in FPS units hut the source data were in 51 units.

The analysis is carried out in two phases:

i) Phase-I, the Membrane Analysis

ii) Phase-II, the Continuity Analysis.

Whenever the results of Phase-I and Phase-II happen

to be different, the values given in Phase-II are to be

considered for design.

Design Criteria:

Capacity of the tank = 118,200 gallons (Imperial)

Live load + coating on top dome = 23.20 psf

'",
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f~ .(M2oo grade concrete) = 2,850 psi

fc (in compression) = 1,000 psi

fCs(in shear -

fct(direct tension) =

fct(flexural tension) =

fs (in contact with water)

fs (in other places)

Maxm. nominal reinf.

100 psi
170 ' .pSJ.

240 psi'

= 14,000 psi

= 18,000 psi

= 0.3%

Circumferential membrane force " ( " " )

Total hoopforce (lbs) in ring beams( " " )

Meridional moment(lb-ft/ft) (Tension outside = +ve)

Steel in2/ft in2area or

Tank dimensions are shown in Fig. 2.11.

Notations:

N~= Meridional membrane force (lbs/ft) (Tension = +ve)

N e=
Te=
~1~=

A =s

The stress-resultants are shown in Table 2.3.

\

\ . ,



" "12.6x 15.7
I1,.92

I
"39."37

, ..

'29. 5"3

?7

Fig. 2.11 Physical dimensions of the tank of
case study 1.

285.1, PSI

Su pport I~ ,
J '62 +

"311.1 Psi

121.9 Ps',

•3.)5

MidspQ~

Fig. 2.12 Shear stress diagram for bottom circular beam.

o
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Stress-resultants of Case Study-1
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•

Location Stress- Phase-I Phase- II A
resultant s

Top dome edge N<j> -1,592.5 -1,592.5 0.144

Ne --- 2,204.0 0.157

M<j> 0.0 330.7 0.10

Top ring beam Te 27,645.5 9,259.3 0.66
Top Ne 0.0 4,414.8 0.32

....•
ro

M<j> 0.0 327.4 0.264u....• .

H
u 8ottom 18,142.9 18,008.5 1•29c Ne....•....•....• ....•
>-ro M<j> 0.0 f,510.1 0.264u 3

8ottom ring Te 86,5'55.5 85,232.7 6.09
beam

.

Top Ne 36,809.9 34,202.7 2.44

M<j> 0.0 1,366.8 0.50....•....•
ro
3 8ottom N<j> -18,680.5 -18,680.5 0.50

....•
ro Ne 33,127.6 -151. 9 2.44u....•
c

M<j> 0.0 7,458.1 0.500
u

8ottom dome N<j> -13,370.0 -13,372.0 0.264
.edge ,

Ne --- -80.0 0.264

M<j> 0.0 -:5,216.0 0.45
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Bottom circular beam:

Vertical load on the beam, w = 19,138.1 lbs/ft.

-ve M = 216,271.6 ft-lbs

+ve M = 108,135.8 II

('at support)

(at mid-span)

Twisting moment, Mt = 16,384.2 ft-lbs (atB = 9~o)

Shear force,

-ve A s
+ ve A s

SF = 95,017.6 lbs (at column face)

= 5.58 in2 at top & bottom each
, 2= 5.58 in at bottom

Stirrups are calculated on the basis of the shear

stress diagram shown in Fig. 2.12.

Total quantity of material required is estimated as

follows:

Reinforcement volume, V = 55.~5 cfts

= 12.13 tons

Concrete volume, V = 3,669.4 cftc
= 245.7 tons

.N.B. 20% may be added, for contiQgency,to the material

volumes estimated.

o
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2.4.2 Case Study 2

This design example illustrates the method suggested

by Gray & Manning(1).

Design Criteria:

Capacity of th~ tank = 250,000 gallons (40,000 cft)

LL + coating on top dome = 40 psf

Weight of lantern

f'c

= 3,000 lbs

= 3,000 psi

fc (direct compression) = 1,000 psi

fct (direct tension) = 200 psi

fs (not in contact with water)=18,000 psi

f (in contact with water)=14,000 psis
n (modular ratio) = 10

Nominal reinforcement = 0.3%

Notations used are as in case study-1

The physical dimensions are calculated on the basis

of Fig. 2.13, and shown in Fig. 2.14. The stress-resultants

are shown in Table 2.4.

o
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h1= 018

Oh6

02- 5018

Fig. 2.13 relative dimensiolls.

. "16x 16

8"

II 11

1,3x 18

I 8' "
• -0 "I"

'5 'I

44'_ If

5'-0"

3'- 9"

-I
Fig. 2.14 Physical dimensions o~ the tank of case study 2.

I
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TABLE 2.4

Stress resultants of Case study 2

Location Stress resultan-es A
Symbols Values s

Top dome edge N -2,595.4 0.18q,
N -1,616.7 O. 18e

Top ring beam Te 51,048.1 3.65
,..; Top 0.0to N e 0.67
u
'rl•...
u 8ottom Nq, -3,967.0 0.43c-rl ,..;
,..;,..; N e 2B,187.5 2.01"'tou 3

8ottom ring beam Te 153,469.1 10.96

,..; Top N e 48,280.0 3.45
,..;
to
3 8ottom -54,873.5Nq, 0.72
,..;
to
u N e 40,623.0 2.90.rl
c
0 Mq, -13,027.5 0.72u

.

Bottom dome Nq, -19,013.0 0.288

8ottom circular beam

A 13.2 in2ve =s
A 6.0 in2+ ve. =s"

Total vertical load on the beam, w = 52,4~5.0 lbs/ft.

ve M = 532,837.0.ft-lbs,

+ ve M = 242,198.0

Twisting mom. Mt (at S = 9~o) = 40,366.0 ft-lbs.

SF (at column face)- = 282,B31.0 lbs.

o
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2.4.3 Case Study 3

This design example is quoted from "Treasure of

R.C.C. Designs" by Sushil Kumar(7). Figures mentioned

here have been obtained by unit conversion from S1 to

FPS syc;tem.

Design Criteria:

Capacity

LL + coating

~ 223,600 gallons

~ 30.7 psf

f' (M200 grade concrete) ~ 2,850 psic

fc (compression)

fct(direct tension)

fct (flexure)

fs

n (modular ratio)

Nominal reinforcement

j

k

R

~ 1,000 psi

~ 170 psi

~ 240 psi

~ 14,000 psi

~ 1 3

~ 0.3% (maximum)

~ 0.841

~ 0.476

~ 200 psi

The final physical dimensions of the tank are shown

in Fig. 2.16, however, the relative dimensions suggested

by the author(7), in general, are as in Fig. 2.15.

The stress-resultants are shown in Table 2.5.
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'IB 0
---~

o

2/30

3160

11160

5/80 3160

Fig. 2.15 GugGcsted relative dimensions.

S.90"

. 45. 3'

19.69'
•• II

39.4 x23.

13.8"

5,25"

"6.56 32.8" "6.56

Fig. 2.16 Physical dimensions of the tank of case study 3.
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Stress resultants of case study 3
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Location Stress-resultants A. sSymbols Values
.

Top dome edge N -2,040.9 Nominalq,
Ne -1,905.4 Nominal

Top ring beam Te 40,432.0 2.84

.

Top of cylindrical Nq, -1,209.4 Nominal
wall

Bottom of Nq, -3,454.1 Nominal
cylindrical wall

Ne 28,222.2 2.02

8ottom ring beam Te 168,210.0 12.02

Top of conical Nq, -6,876.4 Nominal
wall

Ne 51,223.0 3.66

Bottom of pJ q, -30,910.0 Nominal
conical wall

Ne 45,373.9 3.66

.Bottom dome edge Nq, -22,040.0 -

Ne -9473.0 -
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2.4.4 Case study 4

This is a practical design example. The design of
(1 2)this tank has been collected from a consultancy report

of the Civil Engin~ering Department of SUET. To some extent

the design follows the method of Sushil Kumar(7) but at the

same time provides considerable flexural reinforcement for

apprehBnd~d; meridional moments in the shells. The objective

of including this design case is to shed light on the

precautionary measures usually adopted by designers of

Intze tanks to account for the uncertainties, since exact

behaviour of the structure is yet to be established. The

flexural reinforcements provided add considerably to the

cost of the structure and hence the utility of such

reinforcement should be investigated. In passing, it may

be mentioned here that it would be apparent from a rational

analysis of the structure by Finite Element method (in

Chapter -4) that while moderate flexural reinforcement is

a real need somewhere, it amounts to sheer wastage elsewhere.

Design Conditions:

Capacity of the tank = 151,700 gallons

Live load + coating on top dome = 20 psi

Concrete strength f' = 2,500 psic
fc (in contact with water) = 750 psi

f (elsewhere) = 1,125 psic-
fct(direct tension) = 150 psi

fs (in contact with water) = 12,000 psi
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f (elsewhere) = 18,000 psis
n (mDdular ratio) = 10

Nominal reinforcement = 0.25%

Height of tank above C.L. = 70'

Wind pressure = 30 psf

Earthquake force = 9% of total weight

The final physical dimensions of the tank are shown

in Fig. 2.17. and the stress-resultants are shown in

Table 2,6,

" ,:3 i-63"
'-it-+

, ,
13-6

8"-

5'_0'1

16~O"

t ~'-6l

I '~-6

":3

~ 5'_6" t

Fig. 2.17 Physical dimensions of the tank
of case study 4.
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Stress resultants of case study 4
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.-
Location Stress-resultants A

Symbols Values s

Top dome edge N<I> -165.0 Nominal

Top ring beam Te 30,012.0 1. 67

Top of cylindrical N<I> .-947.6 Nominal
wall -

Bottom of cylindrical N<I> -2,297.6 Nominal
wall

Ne 9,865.0 ..0.B22

M<I> -2,915.0 0.51

Bot tom. ring beam Te 87,039.0 7.25

Top of ..conical wall N<I> -4,048.0 -
Ne 27,550.0 2.3

M<I> -5,918.0 0.50

8ottom of conical N<I> -18,365.0 -wall
Ne 27,550.0 2.3

M<I> -5,918.0 0.50~

Bottom dome edge N -17,682.7 .Nominal<I>
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CHAPTER 3

CONVENTIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE SUPPORTING TOWER

3.1 Introduction

The most common form of the Intze tank staging consists

of a circle of columns connected by several layers of straight

bracings monolithically cast with the columns. The bottom

circular beam of the tank ato~ the circle of columns trans-

mits the loads of the tank to the columns and also acts as

the uppermost bracing of the tower. Usually the columns are

symmetrically placed along the circumference and are of the

same sectional area so that they receive equal shares of the

vertical load of the tank. However, the columns are also

subjected to lateral forces due to wind or earthquake acting

bn!.both the tank ahd the tower. These lateral forces induce

bending moments, shear and axial forces in the columns and

bracings. Sometimes the_columns are slightly battered to

improve their efficiency in resisting lateral forces.

The whole problem is statically indeterminate and

calls for a space fr~e analysis of the tower that could be

performed only with the aid of a computer. However, to make

the analysis practicable in absence of computer facilities

a few conventional methods have been evolved by different

authors on the basis of certain assumptions that allow a

short of plane frame analysis of the tower. Some of these

methods are discussed in this chapter and illustrated with

case studies. It will be seen that the conventional methods
/

differ considerably in their approach and give widely different.
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results. It is difficult to say which method is more rational

unless a rigorous investigation with computer aided space-

frame analysis reveals the mystery. And it is very much

desirable to establish a rational and reliable method of

analysis to make the design safe and economical.

3.2 Conventional Methods of Analysis

Three methods of analysis of the tower are briefly

outlined in the following sub-articles. The methods are

due to the following authors:

Jai Krishna and J
. (2)

a~n

(ii)Sushil Kumar(7)

(iii) Gray, and Manning(1)

The assumptions made in each method are also mentioned

and Bach method is illustrated by a case-study.

3.2.1 Jai Krishna and Jain's Method

fa) Analysis of columns:

Assumptions: (i) The gravity load of the tower including the

weight of water is equally distributed among all the columns.

(ii) The axial forces induced in the columns by the late~al

forces due to wind or earthquake may be calculated by consi~

dering the whole tower to be a single vertical cantilever

beam with its section built up with the columns spaced apart.

(iii) The columns develop points of inflection at mid-heights

of each panel i.e. at point~ x,y,z in Fig. 3.1.

" ~...•.....
I
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Fig. 3.1 Deflection of tower under wind load.

Let there be n columns in a tower (n ~ 6) located

symmetrically~on a circle of mean ~iameter O. Let the sectio-

nal area of each column be a. The total sectional area of the

cantilever beam is thus nxa and the section can be considered

to be a ring of mean diameter 0 and equi~alent thickness

t = na/(nO) as shown in Fig. 3.2. Thus moment of inertia

of the beam section is na02/B.

If m be the bending moment in the cantilever beam,

then the axial force in 2 column C making an angle 8 with

bending axis is 4mSin 8/:(00). Thus axial force (due to wind)

on columns lying on the bending axis is zero, while that on

columns farthest from bending axis is 4m/(nO) and is tensile

on windward side and compressive on leeward side. At the

bottom panel where m is maximum, this axial force is also

maximum. The shear force in column C is 5F = 2Q [os2 8/n,

where Q is the total shear force at mid-height of any panel.

" f
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Fig. 3.2 Bquivalent beam section.
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Thus at columns farthest from bending axis SF = O. While

at columns on the bending axis shear force is maximum,

Le. SF = 2q/n.
.

The bending moment at the top and bottom of each panel

is given by BM = SF x h/2, where h is the clear panel height.

Obviously BM is maximum at the bottom panel where SF is

maximum. Thus at panel zz in Fig. 3.1, q = P1 + 5P/6.

Hence, .SF = (P1 + 5P/6) x 2/n,max

and BM = SF x h/2.max max

For maximum axial force, m = P1(d+2.5h) + 6.5Ph/6.

(b) Analysis of bracings:

At every junction of columns and bracings, the columns

impose B moment on the joint. Fig. 3.3 shows the shear force

in columns on either side of a brace. The moment imposed at

joint B is S1h1/2 + S2h2/2; clockwise. This joint moment

has to be resisted by the two braces meeting at the joint.

Thus the braces are subjected to bending moment and twisting

moment at each joint. The bending moment in the brace about

the vertical axis of its section is almost zero and even the

twisting moment is negligible. Thus the braces bear the

joint moment mostly by developing bending moment about the

horizontal axis of its section. These moments in the braces

can be calculated by considering statical equilibrium of

moments at the joint.
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Considering the joint B in Fig. 3.4 where the joint

moment is M, the hogging moments m1 and m2 set up in the

braces AB and BC meeting at B balance the joint moment.

Thus, from Fig. 3.4,

2where M = (Q1h1+Q2h2)CoS e In, Q and h denoting the shear

force and height of panel for the panels above and below

the brace.

On simplification, m1

Q1h,1+Q2h2
= n 5in(211/n)

From these expressions value of e for maximum moment can be

calculated •

.5hear force in brace AB of length a is given by

Q1h1+Q2h2 2. 2.
5Fbrace = na 5in(2rr7[l){ Cos e 5w(e + 1I/n)-Cos (e - 211/n)

x 5in(e - 311/n)}

F6r maximum value of shear force,Q = 1I/n, i.e. wind blowing

parallel to the brace.

The twisting moment in the braces may be taken as about

5% of the bending moment.

3.2.2. 5ushil Kumar's Method

(a) Analysis of columns:

Assumptions: (i) The total vertical.load of the tank and the
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tower is equally divided among the columns. Thus if W be

the total vertical load and n be the number of columns,

then load per column Pd = Win.
(ii) The.vertical force in any column due to lateral forces

of wind or earthquake is proportional to the distance of

the column from the neutral axis.

Thus Pw

M w
r

2= M r/ Ir , wherew

= moment due to wind at a given level,

= distance of any column from neutral axis,

Ir2 = sum of squares of the distances of all

the columns from neutral axis.

Thus axial force due to wind is zero in columns lying

on the neutral aXls and maximum in. columns farthest from

neutral axis, being tensile on windward side and compressive

on leeward side.

The maximum .axial force can also be calculated by

the formula P = 2M /(nR) = 4M /(nO), .the same formula• w w w
as in Jai and Jain's method.

(iii) The shear force in any column is equal to the total

horizontal force at the level considered divided by the

number of columns.
(iv) The points of inflection occur at mid-heights of the

panels between bracings so that the maximum bending moment

in a column at the top or bottom of any panel is given by

8M = 1/2 x horizontal shear at that panel x panel

height.
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shear force and bendin~ moment Dbtained by this melhDd

cDlumns Dn bending axis are Dnly half Df thDse Db~3inc~

by Jai & Jain's method.

(b) Analysis Df ~raci~g:

P,ssumptiDns; (i) Maximum bending mDment occurs in e brace

QR when wInd blDws p~rpendicular to the adjacent brace

PQ, as in Fig. 3.5.

(ii) Shear force in bracing = 2'x mDment
length of bracing

I
, !i-

I

Fig. 3. 5

3.2.3 Gray and Manning's MethDd

(a) Analysis Df cDlumns;

In reference (1), the auth'DI-ssuggest approx~mate

methDds of ~nalysis Df polygDnal braced tDwers fDr three

different cases, namely:

(a) with cDl0mns hinged at the fDDtings,

(b) with cDlumns fixed at the fDDtings, and
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(c) with columns braced horizontally and fixed

at the footings, the braces being chords of the circle

on which the columns are situated.

In case (a), illustrated in Fig. 3.6(a), the wind

moment is equal to ph and the axial load due to the wind

is V in the outermost column and is in direct proportion
r

in the interior columns as follows:

Since the columns ate hinged at the footings the values

of V etc., are obtained as follows by equating Ph and the
r

moment of resistance, MR.

r + 4 Vb • b + 4 Va • a

In general terms when each column is considered
2Ph = Vr/r • La •

This expression gives the value of V , etc. The horizontal. r

shear, is assumed to be equally divided b.etween the columns.

In case (b) with columns fixed at the footings,

'S in Fig. 3.6(b), if n = the number of columns, the

resisting moment will include the sum of the moments at

the bases of the separate columns. The value of the latter is
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from which V etc. are
r

In case (c), with horizontal braces introduced, as

in Fig. 3.6(c), the calculations are similar to those in

case (b), but 1
1

, 12 etc. takes the place previously occu-

pie'-:by h
1

, but the effectiveness of the braces must be

con, idered.

In each case, the columns must be designed for three

conditions:

(i) Direct load due to weight of the structure and contents

of the container.
(ii) Direct load and bending moment due to wind combined

with direct load.as in condition (i).-

(iii) Effects of wind as in condition (ii), combined with

direct load due to weight of structure only i.e. consi-

dering the tank empty.

All columns must be designed for the most severe

conditions, since, the wind may blow from any direction.

(b) Effectiveness of braces:

The braces at columns V are practically at right
r

angles to the direction or el,e U!ind force; therefore their

resistance to bending is of no aid in stiffening these

columns, and the stiffness of the windward and leeward

columns V will depend mainly upon the torsional stiffness
r

of the braces, which should, therefore, be provided with

suitable reinforcement. For the shear to be divided equally
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among the columns, the torsional resistance required of

each of the two braces is quite large and an inadmissibly

large brace would be required to provide such resistance.

Further the torsional resistance available is only differen-

tial since the two columns adjacent to each column V arer

also tending to twist the brace in the same direction as

is column Vr• Therefore the assumption of equal she~r on.

each column is quite inadmissible in the case of twelve

or more or even eight columns.

In the case of six or four columns, braces between

adjacent columns are much more effective than is the case

with greater numbers and the condition of "equal shear"

is more likely to be obtained. It can be shown that in

general the moment of resistance MB required for the

brace is PII/(2 Sin rr/n .I I), where n is the number of

columns. If the columns. are ciT-cular, octagonal or square,

then each column will have approximately the same moment

of inertia about the plane of bending and then the foregoging

expression becomes, MB = Pl/(2n Sin rr/n). Thus if n = 5,

MB = Pl/5, which is twice the bending moment on the column.

For n = 12, MB = Pl/5.22 which is about three times the

bending moment on the column and an inordinately large

brace might be required. It maybe noted that for n = 12,

the column ~hears in columns V , Vb' V and V may be assumedr a 0

to be in the ratio 1:4/3:5/3:2 = 3:4:5:5. Then maximum column

shear would be in column Vo and = p/g and column moment

= Pl/18. In general, however, the columns on bending axis
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may be regarded twice as effective as others so that for

n columns, the maximum column shear = 2P/(n+2) and maximum

column moment = Pl/(n+2). For n = 12, column moment = Pl/14,

for example.

(c) Columns other than circular or polygonal:

It,is not strictly legitimate to divide the bending

moment due to the wind between the columns in proportion

to their flexural rigidities (EI/l) or their moments of

inertia except when the latter are calculated for each

column about an axis perpendicular to the direction of the

wind. The method is only justified when the column sections

are circular and have the same moments of inertia about

all axes through the centre. An inspection of Fig. 3.7

a section through a tower, will show how an error arises

if the moment of inertia is calculated about an axis through

the middle of column A and parallel to its short side and

if the same value is taken for the moments of inertia of

columns B,C, etc.

(d) Inclined columns:

As a rule the columns are only slightly battered,

and it is then sufficiently accurate to treat the structure

as if the columns were vertical as shown by dotted lines

in Fig. 3.B. The direct column load due to wind moment is

not greatly changed by the splay. However, a simple correc-

tion may be applied by increasing the column load by the
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factor Sec e. where e is the angle which. the column makes

with the vertical. The direct dead load etc., on the columns

must also include this factor. The bending moments on the

columns due to flexure will be identical with those obtained

for vertical columns.

(e) Greatly inclined columns:

Fig. 3.9 shows a water-tower supported on eight battered

columns; A)l the columns have the same batter and if their

centre-lines are produced upwards they meet in a point Y.
In theory the analysis of deflections, where the columns

vary in slope in any elevation and where the braces are

of different lengths and often inclined to the d~rection

.of the wind, becomes impr~cticably complicated. For simpli-

city, it .is assumed that the points of contraflexure in

the columns occur half-way between the braces •.It is also

assumed that the columns are circular or octagonal in

cross-section so that they are equally stiff in all direc-

tions; this is only approximately true if they are square.

The wind load on the tank is W1 and the wind loads

on the legs and braces are W2 and W3 and are assumed to

be concentrated on the lines of the braces. If P1,P2,P3

and P4 are the direct thrusts on the columns and F1,F2,F3
and F4 are :the shearing forces, ,-dt"dsnbt .possible, to. find

P1;P~,P3 and P4 merely by taking moments about axis X as

the shearing forces do not pass through axis X. But as the

lines of action of~P1.P2,P3' and P4 all pass through Y,
taking moments about Y:
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W1h1 + W2h2 + W3h3 + ~4h4 = sum of moments of

F1' F2'F3 and F4 '"2 (F1, + F 2 + F3 + F4)h4

If the batter on the columns is not more than 1 in 6 it

may be assumed (although this is not strictly correct)

that F1 = F2 = F3 = F4• It may also be assumed that the

values of P1 etc. vary directly as their distances from

axis X. With eight columns this makes P2 equal to about

0.42 P1, etc. Since F1, F2 etc. are known, taking moments

about X, the values of P1, P2 etc. can be determined. If

the columns are rectangular in cross-section and the depth

is equal to twice the breadth, it may be assumed that
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3.3 Case Studies

The conventional methods of analysis of the supporting

tower of Intze tanks di~cussed in the preceding article are

illustrated with design examples in the following sub-

articles. Details of calculation are omitted for the sa~e

of brevity. In some cases the figures quoted have been

obtained by unit conversion from MKS system to FPS system.

3.3.1 Case Study.1

This example quoted from reference (2) presents the

analysis and design of the supporting tower for the Intze

tank of casestudy-1' in Chapter 2 and illustrates the

method of Jai Krishna and Jain.

Design Features:

Height of tower above G.L. = 42.65' (Fig. 3.10)

Depth of foundation below G.L.= 2.46'

No. of columns = 8

No. of layers of bracings = 3

Diameter of column circle = 29.53'

Wt. of tank = 5,233k

wt. water kof = 1,216.9

Effective wind pressure = 20.48 psf

Assumed column size = 19.69" diameter

Assumed bracing section = 9.84"x14.57"
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Fig. 3.10 Wind forces on the tower of
,case study 1.
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Design of Columns:

The critical sections for design of columns are the

lower ends of the bottom panel.

Total horizontal force due to wind, Q = 29.071k

Moment of wind forces about the mid-height

of bottom panel k'M = 1,187.28

Axial force per column due to dead load and water

= 69.82k (for tank)

+ 152.12k(for water)

+ 2D.28k (for -tower)
k= 242.22

Leeward Column:

Axial force due to wind

Total axial force

k= 20.13
k= 262.35

Shear force and bending moment are zero.

Column on bending axis:

Axial force for wind = 0.0

.'. Total axial force = 242.22k

Shear force (due to wind) = 7.266k

Bending moment (n n ) = 47.68k'

Assumed reinforcement = 23.20 in2

Effective sectional area = 421.9 in2

Effective moment of inertia = 10,943 in4
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For leeward column: concrete stress = 621.8 psi safe.

For column on bending axis:

Direct stress = 573.2 psi

Bending stress= 514.9 psi

Since 3~% overstressing is allowed when wind effect is

considered, therefore,

573.2
4

'3x9DD
51 4.9

+ 4
'3x1,Doo = 0.864 <1 safe.

Design of Bracings:

Maximum moment = 6B.35kl

(For calculation procedure see Art. 3.2.1)

Maximum twisting moment

Maximum shear force

Assumed steel ratio

k I
= 3.42 .

= 0.021

With 33~% overstressing allowed, R = 240 psi

d d = 13.1" O.K.req Area of steel = 2.73 in2 at top

and bottom each

Shear stress = 119.5 psi

Torsional shear stress = 125.9 psi.
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3.3.2 Case Study 2

This example is taken from reference (1) to illustrate

the method o~ analysis of to~ers suggested by Gray and

Manning.

Design conditions:

Height of tower = 40' (Fig. 3.11)

No. of columns = 1'2

No. of layers of bracings = 1

Diameter of column circle = 40'

Weight of water = 1,476k

Total horizontal wind force = 24k acting as shown
in Fig. 3.11

Assumed column section = 18" square

Assumed bracing section = 12nx16"

Design of columns:

Load per column when tank is empty = 57k

Load column when tank . ' full 18Dkper 1.S =

Maximum shear column due to wind 24x2 3.43kper = 12+2 =

Maximum moment at column end = 34.3k'

For columns farthest from NAmax. moment = ~~X10 = 20k'

Axial force in column farthest from NA due to wind
=8.11k

Assuming As = 4.9 in2 (4 # 10 bars),

equivalent area of column = 324+14x4.9 = 392.in2

and equivalent section modulus = 1348 in3
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Combined stresses are: when tank full,

in leeward column

in windward column

in columns on NA

When tank empty,

,in leeward column

in wind ward column

= 180,000 + 8,110 + 20.0x,12"OOO
392 1,348

= 480 + 178

= + 658 or + 302
18,000 - 8,110 178= 392 +-

= 438 + 178 psi-
= + 616 or + 260 psi

= 180,~000 + 34.3x12,ooO
3 2 - 1,348

= 459 + 305

= + 764 or + 154 psi

_570,0,(l0,+,8,11o 178
- 392 ' , :!:

='+ 344 or -12 psi (N8:-ve = tension)
57;000, -,8,110 178

392 :!:

= + 303 or .-53 psi
in ,columns or NA 57,000

= 392 + 305

=+ 450 or - 161 psi

All the stresses are safe both in compression and

tension (fct = 200 psi)

Design of braces:

Moment in brace is taken to be the same as the column
. k 'moment l.e = 34.3

.'. Shear force in brace

Using 4 # 9 bars, stress in

Shearing stress in brace =

Use 3/8"$ @ 6" c/c.

k ' "= 6,86 (assuming brace length=10')
_ 34,300steel - 1.99x13 = 15,900 psi

6~86o - 144 .1 xO.9x14.5 - PSl
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3.3.3 Case Study 3

This example is quoted from reference(7) to illustrate

the method of Sushil Kumar for analysis of the supporting

tower of Intze tank. Here the tank loads considered are

those of case study-3 of Chapter-2.

Design features:

Height of the tower = 49.2' (Fig. 3.12)

No. of columns = 8

No. of lay'ers of bracings = 3

Diameter of column circle = 32.8'

Diameter of tank = 45.93'

Weight of tank k= 1,178.57

Weight of water k= 2,313.49

Effective wind pressure = 21.5 psf

Assumed column section = 25.6" dia'

Assumed bracing"section = 19.69"x19.69"

Design of columns:

The columns are designed for the maximum axial force

and moment at the base of the columns. Total horizontal force

due to wind, Q = 45.1k
, k

Shear force per column = 5.638

Moment of wind forces about the base of the tower
I

Axial force per column due to dead load and water

= 147.32k (for wt. of tank)

+ 289.19k (for wt. of water)

+ 39.86k (for wt. of columns and bracings)476.37k

k '::::2,189.6
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Leeward column:

Axial force due to wind = 33.37k

Total maximum axial force = 509.74k

Maximum 8M in column = 31.B3k'

Columns on bending axis:

Axial force due tci wind =
Total maximum axial force

0.0
k= 476.37

k IMaximum 8M in column = 31.83

The columns on bending axis are not critical for design.

For leeward column, assumed steel area = 9.97 in2

Equivalent area of column = 634 in2

Equivalent moment of inertia = 27,700 in4

Maximum stress in concrete:

Due to direct load = 803.6 psi

Due to bending = 176.4 psi

With 33% overstressing allowed while considering wind effect,

803.6 176.4
71Dx1.33 + 1,000x1.33 =

Design of bracings:

0.984 < 1, safe.

. k'Maximum moment = 89.83

Moment of resistance of bracing = 93.8k' O.K.

Area of steel reqd. = 3.44 in2

Area used = 3.8 in2 on each face (top & bottom)~

since reversal of wind direction will reverse the

sign of 8M.

Provide nominal stirrups (8 mm ~ @ 35 mm c/c).

kMaximum shear force = 14.37 • Shear stress = 46.4 psi
,
i
I

j
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3.3.4 Case Study 4

The design of the supporting tower for the Intze tank

of case study-4 in Chapter 2 due to BRTC(12) is considered

in this case study. In addition to wind load this example

also considers earthquake force on the tower.

Design featuTes:

Height of tower = 701 (Fig. 3.13)

No. of columns = B

Size of tolumn = 1B"x30"

No. of layers of bracings = 6

Size of bracing = 15"x31"

Columns battered in the ratio of 1:11

Diameter of column circle at bottom = 42.1'

l:\

:->\ .
.', \

wt. of tank

wt. of water.

Effective wind pressure = 24 psf on tank body

" " " = 30 psf on tower.

Earthquake force = 9% of (wt. of tank + 1/3rd wt. of tower)

at midheight of tank.
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Design of columns
kAxial force per column due to tank = 90.5

due to water = 187.5k

due to wt.of = 71.0k
tower

= 349k

"
"

"
"

"
"

Total axial force per column

Wind force = 72k (total)

Earthquake force = 0.09 (2224 + ;x568) = 218k>72k

.'. Earthquake governs.

Horizontal shear per column

Moment in column = 27.25x5

=.27.25k

= 136.25k'

Earthquake force is assumed to act at a height of

78' from G.L.
Moment of earthquake force about the base of tower = 17004k'

Maxm. axial force on farthest column

For empty tank E.Q. force = 82k

k= + 201 (from bending axis)

Moment about base
kMax. axial force on farthest column = + 76

Thus for tank full of water,

For empty tank

Pcol. = 349 + 201 = 550k or 148k

Mcol. = 136k'

p 161 .5 76 k
col. = + =237.5

or 85.5k

M = 51 k'col.
The most severe load case for design gives

kp I = 550 ,M Ico • co •
Assumed reinforcement = 10 # 10 bars + 4 # 6 bars (Fig.3.14)

p = 0.2125 f~ Ag + 0.85 Asfs~
= 0.2125x2.5x540+0.85x14.06x18

= 502k> 34gk; O. K. for dead load.



when earthquake acts: m = 40= --- = 18,82,85x2,5

58

14,05P = -- = 0,025g 5 !~O

p m = 0,49, n = 9
g

S = l/c = 4978 in3

with 33% overstressing allowed when earthquake acts,

f~- 3325 psi, f~=23940 psi

Fa = 0,34 (1 + pg m) f~ = 1.584 ksi

f P 550 1,0185 ksi= Ag = 540 =a

fb
135x1 2 0,328 ksi.= 4978 =

fa fb 1,0185 0,328
Fa +

~
= 1,584 + 4x1,495

= 0,605 + 0,219

= 0,824 < 1 O,k,

Design of bracings:-

Moment in bracing =

=

Col, moment
Sin 22 2.02
136,25
Sin 221.0

2

8racing shear (for

Resisting moment =

= 355k'

top bracing) = 51k

189x~5~272 (12000 x 1,33 33% ovestressing allowed)
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2 d-d'/d
f~ = fs 1-k = 16000 psi

Total A = 7.67 in2s.

Use 7 # 10 bars. Shear stress, v = 150.6 psi

v' = 150.6-55x1.33

= 78 psi

Spacing - 44x16000
78x15 = 6" c/c

use 4 legged 3/8" ~ stirrups I 5.5" c/c.



CHAPTER 4

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF THE INTZE TANK

4.1 Introduction

A Finite Element program(5) for the analysis of

axi-symmetric shell structures subjected to symmetric or

non-symmetric loads has been adapted and used for the

analysis of Intze tanks for the following load cases:

1) Gravity (self-wt.), considered symmetric

2) Hydrostatic pressure

3) Wind load

Il

Il

symmetric

non-symmetric •

.The design examples presented in the case studies in

Chapter 2 have been analysed by the Finite Element method,

first with the original dimensions and then with dimensions

modified on the basis of the stress conditions depicted in

the first ~nalysis. The results of both the cases are shown

graphically in Art. 4.4 for all the case studies. Direct

comparison of numerical values of stresses at critical

sections obtained by conventional and Finite Element analysis

are made in Art. 4.5. The graphical plots include displaced

shape for original dimensions, meridional membrane forc~ (Ni)'

circumferential membrane force (Ne) and meridional moment

(8~)for gravity, hydrostatic pressure and combined effect

of gravity and hydrostatic preSsure for original and modi-

fied dimensions. In some cases individual plots for gravity

and hydrostatic pressure have been omitted in view of the
\

fact that the design stresses are governed almost exclusively

by the combihed effect.
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The effect of wind load on the tank bOdy has been

studied for case study 4 only and the results are presented

and discussed towards the end of this chapter (Art. 4.7).

4.2 The Finite Element Program

Ahmad(5) developed a very general Finite Element

computer program for analysis of axi-symmetric shell

structure. The author has adapted the same program with

considerable modifications and additions for analysis of

Intze tanks. The modificationswere made for the following

reasons:

i) Due to its highly general nature the original program

needed large volume of input data, the preparation and

punching of which was tedius. To overcome this difficulty

a subroutine was written to generate the necessary data

for Intze tanks with.minimal input and feed them into the

main program as and when necessary.

ii) In the original program the output for stresses was

in global co-ordinates which could not be conveniently used

for design. As such modifications were made to obtain the

stress resultants N. ' Ne . and~. directly from the computer,

considering their direct use in design.

iii) The original program required that ali the load cases

have the same number of Fourier harmonics. However, as in

Intze tanks, the gravity load and hydrostatic pressure are

symmetric they require only one harmonic .(i.e. zero-eth

harmonic) for analysis; whereas the wind load being non-

I .'
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symmetric requires a number of Fourier harmonics for accu-

rate representation. C6nsidering these facts the program

was modified in such a manner that the analysis is carried

out in a single harmonic for gravity and hydrostatic

pressure while that for wind load is carried out in as

many harmonics as desired. The flexibility of the original

program had to be sacrificed to some extent to attain this

specific goal.

The subroutine for data generation is so written as

to allow for nonuniform thickness of the shells. The cylin-

drical shell and the conical dome are assumed to have thick-

nesses that vary linearly from top to bottom, while the

top and bottom domes may have thicknesses that vary from

element to element at different rates. Slight modification

would be required if it is desired to use stepped variation

in thickness of the shells especially for the cylindrical

wall.

The output of the program is the nodal displacements

in the ascending order of the nodes for every right hand

side (load case). However, it has been modified to offer

choice between nodal points and Gauss integrating points

for stress calculations. It has been observed that the

stresses at Gauss points follow a more smooth curve than

those at nodal points do, although the overall t~end and

magnitudes are practically the same. Another flexibility

is that the user may opt for parabolic elements with one

mid-side node or cubic elements with two mid-side modes

(Figs. 4.1 and 4.2). Using Fourier analysis the non-symmetric

't, '
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load (due to wind) acting on the axisymmetric shell is

replaced by a set of harmonics

and each harmonic is treated separately. Thus

the~loads are prescribed circumferentially by:

R

Z

T

=

l:Rn Cos n6

l:Z Cos n6
n

l:Tn Sin n6

where R, Z and T are the radial, axial and circumferential

components of loads respectively. The load amplitude Rn, Zn

or T for the n-th harmonic is defined as the maximum
n

intensity per radian.

The displacements and stresses are calculated inde-

pendently for each harmonic and the results are automatically

superimposed to give the final effects of the loading at

every node. If they vary circumferentially, the final

results are calculated at a specified number of sections

along the circumferential direction and the results are

printed for every point indicated by its angular distance

from the reference diameter (6 = 0). As the results are

symmetric about this diameter only half of the shell needs

to be taken into consideration.

4.3 Finite Element Idealisation of the Intze Tank

For Finite Element analysis, the Intze tank is repre-

sented by a,chain of unbranced axi-symmetric shell elements

placed end to end. In fact, a theoretical limitation of the
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above program is that it cannot deal with branching and, as

such, it becomes necessary to make ,some idealisations espe-

cially at the junctions where the shells meet the ring beams.

The following assumptions are made:

(i) The shells meet the ring-beams in such a manner that

the mid-surface of each shell coincides with that of the

ring-beam at the junction (Fig.4.3).

(ii) The ring-beams are treated as parts of shells with

large thickness.

(iii) The bottom circular b~am atop the circle of columns

is assumed to have zero vertical displacement throughout

although it is supported only at the columns.

As regards the first assumption it may be noted here

that even the conventional methods make this assumption

either impl'icitly or explicitly. On the other hand the

conventional_methods ,also ,utilise_the third ,assumption for

analysis of the cone and the bottom dome a~ovethe bottpm

circular beam. The circular beam itself is, however,analysed

assuming discrete supports. In the Finite Element analysis,

using axi-symmetric shell elements, the assumption (iii)

leaves no scope for calculating the moments, shears etc.

in the circular beam. For the design of this beam, therefore,

recourse is taken to conventional analysis.

To examine the justifiability of assumption (i), let

us consider the free body diagrams of joint A for actual
.

and idealised conditions (Fig. 4.4).

.I
I

" ,

/~,.
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A A
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(a) Actual shape

A A

B B

(b) Idealised shape

¥ig. 4.3 Idealisation of Intze tank.
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The top .dome may exert a meridional force F" a shear

force 5, and a moment M, on the ring beam A at the point

where it meets the ring beam. Similarly, the reactions of

the cylindrical wall may be take~ as F2, 52 and M2 respec-

tively. The self-wt. W of the ring beam acts vertically

downwards through its C.G. and H is the radial force due to

hoop tension in the ring beam.

Summing forces in the vertical and horizontal direc-

tions we find in both the cases:

F 2 = W + F, 5 in e

The vertical forces causing compression on horizontal

sections of the ring-beam are of little concern. Whereas,

it is seen that the radial force H, which causes hoop ten-

sion in the ring-beam and is the main parameter in the

design of the ring-beam, remains practically the same in

both the cases, since shifting the position of the ring

beam laterally does not affect ~he magnitudes of F,,5, or 52'

If the value of H remains unchanged in the two cases,

the hoop tension in the ring beam also remains practically

the same; because, the change of diameter of the ring beam

due to the small lateral movement is negligible compared

to its actual diameter.

The rotational effect of the moments M, andM2 and

the shear forces 5, and 52 about the C.G. of the ring-beam

is .the same in both the cases. However, the rotation caused

•
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by the forces F1 and F2 about the e -axis passing through

the e.g. of the ring beam is slightly different in the

two cases. The rotation of the !ing beam is, however, of

little importance so long as the design of the ring beam

itself is concerned. But the real effect will be in the

value of M2 and this point heeds clarification.

In Fig. 4.4a,.

M2 = M1 + H. t/2 - (S1 + F1 Cos e)t - We1 + F1 Sin e e2
while in Fig. 4.4b,

M2 = M1 + H. t/2 - (S1 + F1 Cos e )t
Assuming that the values of M1, H, S1 and F1 remain the

same in both the cases we get

It can be seen that e2 < < e1

while on the other.hand it can be guessed that F1 » ~.

As a result nM2 tends to be negligible.

However, in some cases it may be that e2 = O,then

nM2 will be equal to W. e1 which may be regarded as'the

net error in M2 due to idealisation.

Similarly the effect of idealisation at joints Band C

may be studied.

Finally, it is deemed necessary to present a little

discussion regarding the division of the structure into

elements and the special treatment of the junctions or kinks.

The program has some limitation in'dealing effectively with

,..., (./
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sharp kinks. It requires that the nodal normal. the

coordinate direction n. be approximately normal to the

middle surface. Near the junctions the shapes of the ele-

ments become odd due to lack of continuity of slopes of

the middle surfaces of the two elements on the two sides

of the junction. To overcome this difficulty. the technique

~ost commonly adopted is to keep the elements near the

junction small compared to other normal elements (Fig. 4.5).

This limits the odd element behaviour to a small zone near

the kink which is then neglected during plotting the stresses

and the trend of the curves outside the odd element is conti-

nued upto the joint. However. in this regard it must be

noted here that this technique has been established to be

reasonable by using it in simple cases where the actual

deflected shape or stress pattern is known by exact theore-

tical analysis. This means that the behaviour of odd element

is cont~ned in those elements and so long as those elements

are kept very small. their performance does not affect the

overall behaviour of the structure. However, a ,different

technique has been developed in eliminating the undesirable

behaviour of the odd elements (Fig. 4.6). This new technique

has been tested in simple cases and is found to be in exce-

llent conformity with exact values. Both the techniques have

been applied to the Intze tank and it has been observed that

the two methods practically coincide everywhere except near

the junctions.

The new technique is illustrated in Fig. 4.6 as applied

to joint A. Comparing Figs. 4.6(a) with 4.6(b). it is observed
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Middle Surfaces

(a) Conventional Technique (b) New Technique

Fig. 4.6 Idealisation of joint A by two
different approaches.
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Idealia~d section of the Intze tank
showingLttivlsion into " elements.
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that, in the new technique, two nodal normals are erected

at the node i where the middle surfaces of the adjacent

elements have different slopes. This makes the nodal normal

of each element perpendicular to its middle surface at the

node. This idealisation practically amounts to removing a

small quantity of material from one side of the middle

surface and adding it to the other side so that the odd

shaped element now assumes a normal shape. At first sight,

this process may appear to be awkward and unrealistic, but

consideration of strain energy for bending will reveal that

shifting a small quantity of material from tension side to

compression side or vice versa does not change the total

qu~tity of strain energy so long as the behaviour of the

material is linearly elastic. Since the finite element

formulation is based on the minimisation of strain energy,

the above idealisation does not affect the stiffness terms,

though it ensures a gentle behaviour of the element.

Fig. 4.7 shows the scheme followed in dividing the

Intze tank into 33 cubic elements. All the case studies

have been analysed using the same scheme.

I~~ .~~\

'1
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4.4 Graphical Representation of Results

The Intze tanks, considered in case studies 1 to 4

in Chapter 2, have been analysed by Finits Element method;

first, with the original dimensions of the tanks, and the

results are presented graphically in this article. Based

on the results of the Finite Element analysis the sections

of the various parts of the tanks have been suitably

modified and then reanalysed. The results of reanalysis

for modified dimensions are also shown graphically for

each case study following the results of analysis with-,

original dimensions. Fig. 4.8 to 4.28 represent the

results of analysis for case study-1, Figs. 4.29 to 4.37

for case study-2, Figs. 4.38 to 4.46 for case study-3

and Fig. 4.47 to 4.55 for case study-4.



8i'1

Bcale: Dimension 1" _. 64" , Displacement 1" = 2x10'-2 inch

Fig. 4.8 Displaced shape :for gravity.
(Case study 1: original .dimensions shown in Fig.:'2'J1il.
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Scale: Dimension 1" = 64". Displacement 1"=2x10-2 inch

F'ig. 4.9 Displaced shape for hydrostatic pressure.
(Case study 1: ,Original dimensions) .



Scale: 1".", 1000.lbjin.
("Tension=+ve)

Fig. 4.10 Hoop.force for gravity.
{Case study 1: original dimension)

86



5U7.1.,,-", ..• ~ f :,
~-';~~~' .1"

+

Scale :1" = 1000 Ib/i •

{Tension=+ve)

B7

Fig. 4.11 Hoop force for hydrostatic pressure.
(Casest~dy 1: original dimensions)
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8764.6
==::::::::~

Scale: 1" = 1000 lb/in.
(Tension = +ve)

Fig. 4.12 Combinedhoop force for gr.avityand
hydrostatic pr~ssure.
(CaseJ:jtudy "1: original dim~nsions)
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Scale: 1" = 2000 Ib-in/in.
(Water .:face 'tension = -ve)

Fig. 4~13 ,
tleridional tnome.nt.tor .;gravity. .
. (Ga!3~Il'tudj 1: f)rlgliuil dime~sioIJ,S)

.:~ _. ,
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Sca1e: 1" = ?FlOO Ib-in/in.
(Water face tensi'on=-ve)

Fig. 4.14 l'leridionalmomeRt for hYd.rostaticl'ressure.
-(Case study 1: original dimensions)

.....•



Scale: 1"= .2000l.b-in/in.
(Water face:tenSion= -ve)

Combined '!I1~ridional lIloment Tor gravity
l'irild hyd1,'ostaticpressure. . .
«'G.ase :stlldy 1; "C)rigill.al ,dimenE!ions)

91
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Beale: 1.11 =1000 Ib/in •
.(C6mpres'sion '" -ve)

Fig. 4.16 Meridional membraneforce for
hydrostatic pressure.
(Case "S.tudy1: original dim~nsions)



Scale: 1" .~ 1000 lb/in.
{Compression = -ve)

93

fig. 4.17 Meridional .membraneforCe for gravity.
(Case study 1: original dimensions)

Scale: 1" :1000 lb/in.
(Compression: -ve)

Combined ~~ridional Iliembra.ne '-crce. i,tp;r
tiydroetat~epressure find Jgravi1;y. ..
(Case iii"u,dy 1: O~i.gin.~~ens:"OnS)

(',...-.
r'

(
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4"(unifor

2;S6.2"

187"

•.....

7"x8"

6" .

~ 59"

Scale: 1" '" 64"
(Capacity'" 1.18, 200 gallons)

59"

Sectiou ~howin~modified dimensions.
( Case study 1)

. ,
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\,
\

\'1;;
/

Scale: 1" = "1000 lb/in.
(Tension = tve)

Fig. 4.20 Hoop force for gravity.
(C.ase study 1: modified dimensions)

I (

;
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5597.7
o
~ I

5078~8

Fig. 4.21

'96

Scale: 1" = 1000 lb/in.
(Tension = ••. ve)

Hoop force for hydrostatic pressure.
,(Case .study 1: modified dimensions)

~"',-,I



Scale:1" = 1000 Ib/in.
(Tension = +ve)

3720.9
_ l
---0----{

7777.6

Fig. 4.22 CombinedhOopforce for gravity and
hydrostatic pressure.
(Case study 1: lIlodified dimensiollS)

97
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,.
Scale: 1" E 2000 lb-in/in.
(Water face tension E -ve)

Fig. 4.23 tleridioaal moment for gravity.. .
(Case study 1: modified .dimenstons)

.~
~(;'
! 1
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Scale: 1" : 2000 lb-in/in.
tWater face tension = -ve)

\"',"'.•, n

('

Fig. 4.24 l'ieridioDiil momentfor htdrostati,c pre~sure.
{liasestud,y ~: modified dimensi()JlSJ

<)
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Scale: 1" = 2000 Ib-in/in.
(Water face tension = -ve)

Fig. 4.25 CombinedliIerHl.ional inQDlent for gravity
and lqdr'0ste.t1c pressure. .
(Gase :s~dy 1: ~Odg~ dillle.nlliollS)
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Scale: 1" ..• 1000 Ib/ill.
(Teasioll c + ve)

Fig. 4.26 lie ridional .membraneforce for gravity.
(Case study 1: modified dimensions)

'.

• •

rlVCI.
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"

Scale: 1" = ~Oop ;J..b/ili..
(T.Elilsion 0= ,.,~e)

. ,

, ,

Fig. 4.27 tleridional.1ilembrane torce .for
Hydrostatic :pressure.
(Case study '1:modi.fied .dimensions)

c
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Scale: 'I" r= 1000.1b/in.
(Te~sion !=' +ve)

Fig. 4.28 CombiBedllleridiona.l membranel'ore.e
for ,gravity and hYdr6s~atic pres6u;'.e.
{Gasestudy 1: imodifi'eddimensions)
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iSe'de:
Di1neJisio~ 1"

,D:!':l:lplacememt

: '100"
'11 .. -:'2 - I

"1 ",2x10in.

lJispll;i,cEid shape f'or~drGstatic ;pressure.
(CasE!stuClj<2: nri,giJial dimensionS )vide
Fig. 2.14)
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oca.le:
Dimension 1" = 100 in.

u 2 -2.Displacement 1 = x10 ~n.

Fig. 4.30

Sca.le: 1" = 1000 lb/in.
(Tension = +ve)

Displaced shape for gravity. .
(Case study 2: original dimens.ions)

OombiAed -"ei'idional aneDlbraneforce torg~a~ityaadmydrost~ti~prQssUre.
,(C~$eiltudy~: or~ginal dilllellBi0ill,S) ••

• "fl



Scale: 1" = 10001b/in.
(Te:rasion .<; *ve)

)

8368.1
I
I

+

106

5663.8

Fig. 4.32 Combined noop force for ,gravity _d
;hYd.r(lstatiepr.essure.. .
:(Cas'e .~~d;r:2: .original .dillieiUliollS)

•
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Scale: 1"~2000lb-ill./in
(Water face ''tensiOll~-ve)

Fig. 4.33 'Combil'iediIlleridioaal 'momentTO,r,gravity and
Ihy(irostatic ;pressure.
((CaSe Btudy2:. ori'gin!il (iimens i bps )

~.-. ~.

; ,
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5" (uniform)

'5"
'264"

246"

10.•'5';43"x18'

:24"x45"

7"

-68.'5"

96"

,Scale: '1".=
(C.apacity =

168"

100"
?50.000 ,gallons)

Section showing .:modified dimensions.
!(CaseJstudy 2) , ' ..
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.scale: '1" ,='1000 Ib/in.
(Tension =>t-ve)

:Combined .meri.dional -membrane :force
for ,gravi tyal:1d ,hydrost atic pressure •
(Case study 2: 'Illodified 'dimensions)



:8609 .•3

~
'8338.1

Scale: 1": 1000 Ib/in.
(Tension = +ve)

11 0

Fig. 4.36 Combinedhoop force 'for gravity .and
ihydrostati'c ,pr.essure. .
.~Cas.estudy 2: ,modified rlimen~ions)..
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+.

.Scale: 1" = 2000 Ib-injin.
(Water :face "tension •• -'ve)

Fig. 4.37 Combinedaeridional Eoment for gravity and
;hydrostatic 'pressure.
(Case 'I3tudy 2: 'JRodified dim~il.sioD.S)



11 2

-Scale:
DimeElsion1" = 100\1
DiJ;placement 1" ,:2x10•..2 inch.

Fig. 4.38 .Displaced shape for :hydrostatit: ;pressure.
{Case study 3 :origillal dimeIilSionsvide
Fig. 2.16) ,

I,
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Dcale:
.DimeRsion1••••100.. ~
Displ.acement 1"", 2x10- ill.

Fig. 4.:;9

Scale: 1" c '1000lb/ia~
(T.e JlS ion'" '¥ve )

pisplac.ed shape 'forgravitj.
(Case .study ,,: :original dimensions)

Ji'ig • lj. • 'to

\

~ombilleli_ridiou.lmeJilbl'ue l'orce tor
gravi1;y Bila tiYdx'ostatic l>regsur~.. . -
{Cas~etudy 3: ;J)rj,giJlall~iD!"!t:!3~q:~,(l)
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+

Seale: 1n = 1000 lb/in.
(TeasioD =+ve)

+

~.

5571~9

Fig. 4.41 Combinedhoop force ,for gravity ,and
;hydrosta1;ic pressure •
.(Case s~dy 3: "riginaldimensions)

1 r;
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:i<'ig. 4.42

Scale: 1ft
: 4000'lb~il\l/in.

(Water .face tension ~ -ve)

Combi:aedmeridional .IIiClmeJi.t'for .grayity
'and ih;rdr~s tfl.UC 'Pi-essUre.. . .' " ..
:(Case 'stua,-. 3: .'lbrj.gi.a:l dimenB~o~)

,

,.- ••... -,-......,
'.\. '

i
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I ,
" \'i .
i'- Ii

70 8" I'". / ~,,
-:1 "r~'\'

, It

63"

I
+78.7" --r~---1-96-.-8'-'--a I

--Secti-on £l1cewi-ag- -'JIlooH-i-ed --d-imi!nS ions.
{Case study 3) .

Scale: 1" '" 1000
(Tension ~

Ib/in.
+ve)

$ig.4.44 C9m1:>bed~e.r.tdioJil,al~embrane ~orce <for
~aVi"ty ,and~drostatic jpi'eSSui'e.
{C~~ 1i!JtW ~; 1I1~~irie~dilll~Iis~ons)

,



Fig. 4.45

••

11 7

Scale :'1'" ,= 1000 lb/in.
(Tensi.cn ,= +ve)'

i
Combj,llled-hoop .:force for grav:Lty'
and ~drostaticpressure. "
-(Case :study :3: modified dimensibns)

,..
.}. ~.

¥- .
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:Fig. 4046

Scale: 1"= '40001b-in/in.
(Wa.ter face tension ,c -ve)

. :Combin.ed'meridio,nal .inomentfo'r
,gravi ty ;and hydrostatic 'pre.ssure.
(Case ist¥dy ~: :modified dim~A.sions)

('
\
~\.
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Scale:
-;Oimensii>n-"1j, ...;i: -i(>4"
ru .. }. .....:..........;;n '" 1.0.-2 c. h"",~sp::ae:emElBv,-~..::X. -- -~nc::

Displaeedshape f'or ,<gravity.
(Case study 4: original dimensions
'Vide Fig. 2.17)

.." ..
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Scale:
Dimens iofi '1 ~ .,;, I64n

. Displacemell,:t 1" '= 2x10-2inCh

-Fig. 4.48 Di'splaeed shape "for tlydrostatic iPressure.
(Case :stu.dy4: :<>riginal Q.imension:s)



4924.2
\ I

l

Fig. 4.49

1 21

.:' ;Bcale:'1" ~ ~oob ~bli.n•.
(T~nsion,i;' +ve)

.Gombill.edhoop force for hydrostatic
J?resslll'Elandgravi ty.
,(.Case study 4-:origill.al dimensioilS)

r - - _
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:licale: 1" 1" 2000 Ib-in/in.
{Water ~ace ~ension= -ve)

Fig. 4~50 CombiJied Meridional moment f err igrayitj
18il.d 'hydrostatic ;Pressure.
:(G!lse .(stu~ 'lj.:.orj.gi7,lIU ~im.f3n:s~oils)
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Scaie: .1" = 1000 Ib/in.
(Tension = +ve)

:Fig. 4.51 Combinedmeridional membraneforce
:for gravity .and h;ydrostatic pressure.
(Case ;study 4: ({original dimensions) .

. ,
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4"

246"

168"

62"

:66"

8"

13"

i '180"

6"

I

t

51"

l:>cale: 1"

(Capaci,ty

= 64"
= 1,51,700 gallons)

f ~'.

Fig. tj.~52 Section showing 'IIlodified fii.-~eI1sio1lS.
'(Case study 4) .
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. 1

Scale: 1" ,S ':lObO lblih.
i(T-ensioD,~ +ve)

'5007.8

~

Fig. 4.53 Combi.nedhoop force for gravity and
hydrostatic ~ressure.
(Case study 4: modLfied dimensions)
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Scale: ';"",2000 !l.b-in/ih.
(Water Tace t~psion ,m ~ve)

Fig. 4.54 ,Combiaed meridional moment f<>r
srayity aad.'hydrostatic J>ree~Ure .•
(Cfj.se.study .4: !~odified uiinensio~s)
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Bcl!le: 1" '" 100P lb!in.
(TellSion '"+ve)

t" ,

Fig. 4.55 ,Combined meridional membrane force
tior gravity and hydros t-atic :pressure.
{Case study 4: :modified dimensions)
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4.5 Comparison of Design Stress Obtained by Conventional
Methods and Fini t'e Element Method at Critical Sections

In this article the results of Finite Element

analysis of the Intze tanks considered in the case studies

are tabulated alongside the results of conventional analysis

for direct comparison of numerical values. The stresses

are tabulated for the sections that are critical for

design. The units and sign conventions used for the stress

resultants are as follows:

Meridional membrane force, N<j)
Unit Sign convention

lbs/ft Tension = +ve

Tangential membrane force N8 lbs/ft Tension = +ve
or Hoop force,

Hoop force in ring beams, T ' lbs Tension = +vee

Meridional moment, M<j) ft-lbs/ft Water face
tension = -ve



TABLE 4.1

Stress resultants of Case study 1
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Stress Jai Krishna Finite Element Analysis
Section Result- . and Jain's

ants Analysis Original Modified
Oimen- dimension.s
sions

.

Ncj> -1592.5 -1132.8 -1022.4

1; .Top.-,OdmeEdge Ne 2204.0 3307.2 4296.0

Mcj> 330.7 51 3.5 569.5

2. Top Ring Beam T 9259.3 12351.2 BB22.0e
3. Top of Cylin- Ncj> - 953.7 - 966.0 -871.2

drical Wall Ne 4414. B 5144.4 41B9.2

Mcj> 327.4 -223.7 110.B

4. Bottom of Ncj> -230B.0 -244B.0 -2235.6
Cy lin dri cal Ne 1BooB.5 177BO.4 29145.6wall

Mcj> 151 0 •1 2855.8 2754.7

5. 8ottom Ring Te 85232.7 65507.1 65988.1
Beam

6. ;rop of Ncj> -4718.3 -4774.8 -4746.0
Conical wall. Ne 34202.7 27543.6 25370.0

Mcj> 1366.8 4537.3 4473.3

7. Bottom of Ncj> -18680.5 -10131.6 -10026.0
Conical wall Ne - 151.9 -10635.6 -7252.8

Mcj> - 7458.1 - 7810.4 .-6312.6

8. Bottom Dome Ncj> -13372.0 - 9103.2 -9037.2
Edge Ne - 80.0 - 8997.6 -6926.4

Mcj> - 5216.0 - 8275.4 -6443.2



TABLE 4.2
Stress resultants of Case study 2
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Section Stress Gray ..and. Finite Element Analysis
Result- Manning's Ur~g~nal Modified. ants Anal ysis Dimensions Dimensions

1- Top Dome Edge Ncj) -2595.4 -1664.4 -1569.6
Ne -1616.7 4704.0 5648.4
Mcj) - 872.0 933.1

-

2. Top Ring 8eam Te 51048.1 18750.1 17626.9

3. Top of Cylin- Ncj) -1442~9 - 1510.8 -1441,2
drical wall Ne - 6403,2 5356.8

Mcj) - - 157.6 38.0

4. 8ottom of Ncj) -3967.0 -4100.4 -3476.4
Cylindrical Ne 281E7,5 27903.6 25129.2wall

Mcj) - 1343.6 1446.2

5. Bottom Ring Te 153469.1 148837.2 152472.3
Beam

6. Top of Ncj) -6750.4 -7381.2 -6690.0
conical wall Ne 48280,0 45390.0 46201.2

Mcj) - 5542,0 3886.4

7. Bottom of Ncj) -54873.5 -28926.0 -26929,2
conical wall Ne 40623.0 -18223.2 -13832.4

Mcj) -13027.5 -6973,0 - 9280.0

8. Bottom Te -344416.5 -92686.6 -.86849,6
circular beam

9. 8ottom dome Ncj) -19013,0 -15646.8 -15458.4
edge Ne - - 8118.0 -11383.2

Mcj) - - 6924.9 - 7757.2

,



TABLE 4.3
Stress resultants of Case study 3
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Section Stress Sushil Finite Element Analysis
Result- Kumar's Original Modifedants Analysis Dimensions Dimensions

1. Top dome Nq, -2040.9 -1396.8 -1340.4
edge N8 -1905.4 3945.6 4548.0

Mq, 0.0 561 .2 598.0

2. Top rin.g.beam Te 40432.0 16712.2 -

3. Top of . Nq, -1209.4 -1221.6 -1183.2
cylindrical Ne - 6710.4 5388.0

r~q, 0.0 - 217.8 49.6

4. 8ottom of Nq, -3454.1 -3726.0 -3032.4
cylindrical N 28222.2 26534.4 24336.0wall e

Mq, 0.0 3382.3 1477.3

5. 8ottom ring Te 168210.0 139907.9 150814.8
beam

6. Top of Nq, -6876.4 -7060.8 -6409.2
conical wall Ne 51223.0 36378.0 37308.0

Mq, 0.0 9415.2 6795.6

7. 8ottom of Nq, -30910.0 -19027.2 -17834.4
conical wall Ne 45373.9 -2958.0 - 1386.0

Mq, 0.0 -16~05.9 -14600.9

8. 8ottom .circu:'o:Te -93695.0 -228238.4 -10619.6
lar beam.

9. 8ottom dome Nq, -22040.0 -15535.2 -15288.0
edge Ne -9473.0 -1648.8 - 973.2

Mq, - -8566.1 -7997.6



TABLE 4.4
Stress resultahts of Case study 4
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Section Stress Analysis Finite Element Analysis
Result- .:-'by ::"

ants BRTC Original Modified
dimensions dimensions

1- Top dome edge Nel> - 165.0 - 956.4 - 858.B
N8 - 2582.4 3585.6

Mel> - 272.6 429.3

2. Top ring beam Te 30012.0 9309.6 7543.0

3. Cylindrical Nel> - 947.6 - 862.8 - 778. B
wall Ne - 4711 •2 3714.0

Mel> - - 131 .1 75.6

4. Bottom of Nel> -.2297.6 -2220.0 -1856.4
cylindrical Ne 9865.0 1577B.B 15938.4wall

Mel> -2915.0 575.3 -8.4

5. Bottom ring .. Te 87039.0 86676 .•3 90302.1
beam

6. Top conical Nel> -4048.9 -4162. B -388.0
wall Ne 27550,0 26232.0 26091.6

Mel> -5918.0 2B42.2 2063.5

7. Bottom of Nel> -18365.0 -1269B.4 -12007.2
conical wall Ne 27550.0 3105.6 3165.6

Mel> - 5918.0 -6756.0 -5420.8

8. Bottom dome Nel> -17682.7 -12196.8 -12070.8
edge Ne - 2530.8 3553.2

Mel> - -6477.5 - 6055.9
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4.5 Economy of Designs Based on Finite Element Analysis

The requirement of materials and cost for des gins

based on conventional as well as Finite Element methods

are estimated for each case study for comparison. The

unit costs used are as follows:

Concrete = Tk. 50.00/cft

Steel = Tk. 15000.00/ton

Approximate calculation indicates that, for

designs based on Finite Element analysis, the saving in

cost attainable in different case studies are about 13%

in case study 1, 14% in case study 2, 14% in case study 3

and 23% in case study 4, over the corresponding"conven-

tional methods.

I"~
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4:1 Analysis for Wind Load

While the conventional methods do not provide with

any means of analysing Intze tanks for wind loads, the

Finite Element program is capable of dealing with the non:

symmetrically applied wind load represented approximately

by a number of Fourier harmonics. The analysis is carried

out separately for each harmonic and the results are

automatically superimposed to give the total effect.

The study for the effect of wind load on the Intze

tank has been limited to case study 4 only. It is apparent

from the results presented in this article that the effect

of wind pressure on the Intze tank is quite insignificant

compared to the stresses caused by gravity and hydrostatic

pressure. The results presented here are b~sed on a wind

pressure of q ~ 30 psf ( ~ 110 mph approx.) on a surface

normal to the direction of wind. Since the main body of

the tank is cylindrical, the pressure distribution around

the circumference depends on the Reynold's number. The

distribution assumed here is taken from Reference (13)

by Ahmad et al and is shown in Fig. 4.56.

It has been found that about seven Fourier harmonics

reprEsent the above distribution quite accurately. The

Fourier coefficiEnts USEd Ere shown in Table 4.5. In case

of a different distribution around the circumference, the

Fourier coefficients will have to be recalculated. The

assumed pressure distribution over the top dome is diffe-

rent. Since the rise of the dome is small and the maximum
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Fig. 4.56 Variation of wind pressure along
the circumference of cylindrical tank.

Table. 4. 5);'uri~r coefficien.ts _lor ...the_pressu:j:'e
distributiollof ~~g. 4~56 •.

- Harmonics

o
1

2

3
1+

6

Coefficients

0.24706
0.31387
0.58763
0.42213
0.02466

-0.11481
-0.00451
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".

inclination of a meridional section with the horizontal
odoes not exceed 30 ; a uniform suction of 0.7q has been

assumed allover the surface of the top dome.

The displacements and stresses have bee~ calculated

at 13 points along the semi-circle i.e. at an interval

of 150 (from e = 00 to e = 180°), since the distribution

is symmetrical about the diameter parallel to the direc-

tion of wind. The distortion of the horizontal section

is shown at four different levels and the displaced shape

of the vertical section is shown for e = 00 and e = 75°.

The meridional moment and the hoop force are also plotted

along these two vertical sections and are observed to be

very insignificant. The tangential moment has been plotted
° .for e = 0 only. From the distorted shape of the horizon-

tal sections we may easily apprehend that the stresses

at other sections would be further smaller and thus the

plotting is unnecessary.

The results of analysis fo.r wind load are shown in
Figs. 4.57 to 4.65.

j
r

(,
I

.j
I,
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At node

Wind
110 mph

(q = ,0 psr)

At .node 55

Scale:
Dimension 1"_100" 900

Displacement ']" .=5x10-3 inch.

Fig. 4.57 Distortion of horizontal sections
due to wind load.
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At node }4

110 mph
(q=30 psf)

0°

At .l!lode

Wind

Bcale:
Dimension 1"= 100"
lJisplacement 1"=5x10-3 inch.

Distortion of horizontal sections
due to wind.
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1 39

Fig. 4.59 Displaced shape for wind load
at G = 0°.
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Scale:
Dimension: 1" = 64"
Displacement: 1i'=2x10-2 inch

Fig. 4.60 Displaced shape for wind load
. .0

at Q "' 75.



<kale: 1" '" 200 1b/:i.n.

(Tension = +ve)

+

Fig. 4.61 Hoop force for wind load
at Q = 0°.
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Scale: 1" '" 500 lLb-in/in.

(Water facetensit>n"'-ve)

.Fig. 4.62 1'1eridional momentfor -windload
'0iat ~ = 0 •



Scale: 1" = 50 Ib.•.in/in.

(Water face tension = .•.ve)
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•

244.6

Fig. 4.'63 Tangentia).. moment for wind
. .0at e=o.



,Scale: 1"= 2001b/in.

(Tension = +ve)

Fig. 4.64 Hoop force for wind load
at fl = 75°.
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Spale: 1" "= 500 lI.b-in/ill

Fig~ 4.65 ~'leridiona6 moment for wind load
at Q c 75 •
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~8 Discussion

4B.1 The Top Dome

The deflected shape and t~e stress pattern of the

i>p dome indicate that membrane behaviour prevails almost

~Toughout the shell as asswmed in conventional analysis.

~~wever, a marked deviation from membrane behaviour is

.ilserved near the edge. Excepting a small peripheral ring

:i;';to5 ft wide ( :;:0/1 0) bo~h the meridional and circum-

-~rential stresses are compressive in nature and are well

~low the allowable compressive stress in concrete. This

aans that a shell of nominal thickness provided with

~minal meridional and circumferential reinforCements
- .!

~uld be sufficient for the top dome except for a peri-

:fIi,eralring near the support. The outward radial movement
)
1~ the top ring beam induces circumferential tension in

;~is peripheral ring and calls for provision of adequate

E.rcumferential reinforcement to take care of the tension.

~. the other hand the partial restraint exerted by the
1:

jing beam on the dome edge develops mild meridional mom.ent

~using tension on the top face. As a result some additional

:lIlridionalreinforcement should be provided near the edge
.'.
"

~. the dome for a length of about 0/10 on the top face. In
r
-!!mecases slight thickening of the top dome near the edge

"

iJI/ be advisable.
:f

1J It may be noted that the stresses in the top dome
<,(
~e caused almost exclusively by its self-weight and surface
::i
j~d. The hydrostatic pressure against the cylindrical wall
:.~~i
)$
1

'.~
.~
'\'
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has little effect on the stresses in the top dome. Also

the effect of a moderate lantern load at the crown is

negligible. Even the local stresses under the lantern do

not warrant any special measure such as thickening of the

shell near the crown.

4.8.2 The Top Ring 8eam

This ring-beam is provided to take care of the hoop

tension arising out of the inclined meridional thrust of

the top dome. A study of the tables in Art. 4.5 shows that

the actual hoop tension (Te) as obtained by Finite Element

method is only 30 to 40 percent of that obtained by con-

ventional methods. However, the value obtained by Jai and

Jain's method (Phase II) appears to be even less than the

Finite Element value ( ~ 75%). Thus, the top ring-beam

maybe designed for a hoop force not exceeding 40% of that

obtained by conventional method. In this respect, an impor-

tant observation is that if the size of the ring-beam is

reduced it develops a still smaller hoop force, as seen

from the results with modified dimensions. 'This is due to

the redistribution of stresses, whereby the adjoining

parts of the top dome and the cylindrical wall carry a

larger share of the hoop Torce in the region.

4.8.3 The Cylindrical Wall

It appears from the stress resultants tabulated in

Art. 4.5 for different case studies that in the design of
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the cylindrical wall the prime concern is the circumferen~

tial tension (N ). The restraint moment (M~) at the basee •.
of the wall figures in'secondary consideration only. The

direct compression due to Nq, is of little concern other

than the fact that it has a rather beneficial effect when

considered in ~onjunction with the flexural stresses in as

much as it acts as a sort of prestress to reduce the

tension caused by flexure.

As regards the circumferential tension it is observed

from the tables referred to above that the value of Ne at

the bottom of the wall obtained by Finite Element analysis

is slightly l~ss than (about 94 to 99% of) the values

obtmned by conventional methods. This assertion, however,

is not true for case study 4 where Ne has been calculated

by Reissner'stheory assuming a cylindrical wall fixed at

the base whi~h appears to be unacceptable in view of the

results of Finite Element analysis.

It may be recalled that all the three conventional

methods due to Gray & Manning, Sushi 1 Kumar and Jai &
Jain assume that the circumferential tension in the

cylindrical wall is caused solely by the hydrostatic

pressure against the wall and varies linearly from zero

at the top to a maximum value at the bottom. The diagrams

for hoop ten~ion (Ne) in Art. 4.4 obtained by FE analysis

show marked deviations from the above assumption. Firstly,

the maximum hoop tension occurs not exactly at the bottom

but a small distance above the bottom. Secondly, Ne is not

zero at the top of the wall where it actually assumes some
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tensile value due to the radially outward displacement of

the top ring-beam caused mainly by the meridional thrust

of the top dome. Thirdly, the variation of Ne along the

depth is anything but linear. In fact, the hoop tension

in the wall is caused not only by the hydrostatic pressure

but also by the gravity load~ of the tank and the combined

Ne curve happens to look not like a straight line but

more or less like the outline of a wide-mouth, flat-bottom

pitcher.

Thus, it is quite apparent from the Ne diagrams that

it is needless and hence useless to provide a uhiform

thickness of the wall throughout. It is seen that a nominal

wall thickness of 4" or 5" is sufficient at the tbp and

it may be increased linearly (or in steps) to the required

maximum thickness at th~ bottom. The maximum thickness

required at the bottom may very well be estimated on the

basis of the maximum hoop tension calculated by conven-

tional method. Since the cylindrical wall is a major

component of the Intze tank, use of a tapered section

(trapezium) instead of a rectangular section would result

in a considerable saving of concrete. This will have a

beneficial effect on the design of the underlying parts

due to reduction of dead load.

The meridional moment (M~ ) in the wall is found

to be 0ithin the threshold of insignificance except at the

bottom. But the striking fact is that, contrary to common

ideas, the meridional moment at the base in most of the
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cases ~ such as to caus~ compression on the water face

although restraint moments would have just the opposite

effect. As a matter of fact, the distorted shape due to

hydrostatic pressure shows that the angle at the junction

of the cylindrical wall and the cone tends to close,

thereby developing compression on water face. Fortunately,

however, the magnitude of the moment is rather small to

.cause much worry. Calculations show that nominal vertical

reinforcements distributed equally on inner and outer

faces suffice for the entire cylindrical wall except near

the bottom, where a little additional reinforcement should

be provided on the outer face.

4.8.4 The Bottom Ring Beam

It is observed that, in case studies 2 & 4, the hoop

force in the bottom ring-beam, calculated by conventional

methods, is in excellent agreement with that obtained by

Finite Element analysis. On the other hand, in case studies

1 and 3, the Finite Element value is somewhat less than

the conventional value (about 75 to 85%). This difference

may be due to the effect of inclination of the conical

dome. In case studies 1 & 3, the angle of inclination of

the conical wall with the horizontal is less than 45°,

whereas, in the bther two cases, the angle is 450• Thus

the conventional calculation seems to give fairly reason-

able value of the hoop force in the bottom ring beam for

45° inclination of the conical wall, but for smaller

inclination the values are a little higher.
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4.8.5 The .conical Wall

It may be recalled that the conventional membrane

analysis gives more or less a constant value of hoop

tension in the conical wall from top to bottom. However,

the Phase II analysis of Jai & Jain reveals a different

situation showing that the hoop force gradually vanishes

towards the bottom of the conical wall and may even become

compressive at the bottom as in case study-1. The hoop

force diagrams drawn on the basis of Finite Element analysis

indeed exhibit such a trend, although the magnitudes are

not quite in agreement. According to FE analysis the com-

bined hoop force (N8) for gravity and hydrostatic pressure

at the bottom of the conical wall is compressive in case

studies 1, 2 and 3 but tensile in case study-4, the magni-

tude being smal~ however. Thus, it is needless to provide

the same amount of hoop reinforcement towards the bottom

of the conical wall as at the top. And it would be apparent

from the analyses for modified dimensions of all the cases

that even the thickness of the conical wall may be somewhat

reduced towards the bottom to save concrete.

As regards bending moments in.the conical wall, the

FE analysis shows that considerable bending moments do

develop at the bottom of the conical wall due to rotational

restraint at the joint. The moment towards the top of the

wall is however of opposite sign causing tension on outer

face, the mabnitude being of the order of 40% to 80% of

the moments at the bottom.
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4.B.6 The Bottom Circular Beam

The Finite Element analysis using axi-symmetric

-shell elements is not capable of providing any usefui

information regarding the stress condition of the bottom

circular beam. Conventionally this beam is designed for

positive and negative bending moments, twisting moments

and shear. None of these quantities are available from

the FE program. In fact the program has no scope to deal

with discrete supports as provided by the columns. Rather

it assumes an idealised support condition wherein the

beam is supposed to have a continuous support along the

whole length of its periphery which is necessary for the

sake of analysis using axi-symmetric shell elements.

Due to the above inherent limitation of the program

it is not possible to suggest any-improvement in the design

of the bbttom circular beam. The conventional method of

analysis and design is,therefore1recommended for this

part of the structure.

4.B.7 The Bottom Dome

As in the top dome, membrane behaviour prevails in

the bottom dome as well except at the edge. Meridional

bending moment of moderate intensity develope at the edge

due to end effect. To take care of this moment flexural

reinforcements must be provided on the top surface of the

dome near the junction with the bottom circular beam. It

r
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may be desirable to thicken the dome near the edge. In

some cases circumferential tension may develop in a small

peripheral ring if the bottom circular beam is in hoop

tension. These points need to be considered during the

design of the bottom dome.



CH !.:, p r:::F; 5

SPACE FRAME AN~ \'SIS or

5.1 Introduction

As stated in Chapter 3J "the supporting tOLLisr pf IntzE:

tanks calls for a space frame analysis for rational design.

To assess thc degree of justifiab5.J.ity of tile conventionel

methods of analysis which vary widely in thEi~ approach, thR

towers designed on the basis ofconventionBl analysis in

Chapter 3, have been subjected to computer 21181Y5i5 using

a space-frame program due to Rahman(6). In v bid to ratioll-

alise the design of the tower, the effect of a few basic

parameters have been studied to some ext'nt. The results

of this study are presented and discussed in the last few

ar.cieles of this ch8pter. Some impC:2tEnt Cb:.:;e.Tvations have

been mad~ from the investigation,

5.2 The Space-Frame Program

A general space-frame program developed by Rehman(G)

has been adapted with some modi fiest.ions fL1J: 'LhL i:i1l21ysis

of water towers. The origin~l program bsing aeneral in

nature, required a considerable volurn~ of inpllt data such

as the joint co-ordinatess member-jnil1t cOIlnect5vitYr appJ.iud

joint loads, material properties~ fixity condit50ns etc.

In ordE~r to reduce the volume of 3.1 iJut (~,:{:c--.~ r,'". :",'ubroutin8

was written to generate the bulk (If i:!lG 02t~, fr(~m a l'~onlin&)

no. of columns and bracings etc .. The cr.:.rnpJ.r:-'-L;f:? P:-.-iJC!7.'£dH is

listed in a separate report with us~r illltructjGr,;',
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The space frame member element used !n thE fini.te

element formulation is shown in Fig. 5,1(a), in which th2

direction of the p-axis is always from end 1 (lower joint)

to end 2(higher joint). Each end of the member can have

three translations and three rotations as shown in Fig.5.1(b),

The eight possible member forces and moments are shown in

Fig. 5.1(c). These are the axial force Pa' two shear forces

SR and SQ' torque T and the moment at the two ends about q>

and r axes MQ1, MQ2, MR1 and MR2• The computer output gives

the above eight quantities for each member directly.

5.3 Case Studies

The results of finite element analysis (using space

frame member elements) of the water tank towers designed

in Chapter 3, are presented in graphical/tabular form in

the fOllowing sub-articles~

5.3.1 Case Study 1

Fig. 5.2 shows the g~ometrical features df the tower

and the joint loads applied at the top. The vertical loads

V1' V2 etc. at the column tops are the combined forces dUG

to

a) the weight of the tank (and water) above and

bJ the> vertical forces induced at the column tops

by the wind acting on the tank.

. -/"".
\ >.~.
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<ofmembers!iPpliedat other.joints -.not shown.
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The horizontal forces H1, H2 etc. are the shares of the

total horizontal wind force acting on the tank attributed

to the columns. The joint loads acting at other joints

due to the weight of the columns and bracings, and the wind

acting on their surface are computed inside the program and

therefore not shown in the diagram.

Fig. 5.3 shows the positive sense of the column end

moments MO and MR with respect to member axes that are

obtained as direct outputs from the computer. These may be

reorganised with necessary conversion of signs and magnitudes

to give the column end moments as M and M (Fig. 5.4) in
x y .

global coordinates if desired.

The tower in case-study-1 has been analysed for two

different dist~ibutions of the horizontal forcesH1~H2 etc.

at the column tops, the sum of the forces remaining the

same in both the cases. In Case 1(a) H1 = H2 = H3 i.e.

H1:H2::H3: 1:1:1, while in Case 1(b) H1:H2:H3 : 0:1:2.

The diagrams for column moments MO and MR for the two

cases are shown in Figs. 5.5 through 5.8 which reveal some

important features:

(i) The column moments remain virtually the same

whether the horizontal wind force acting on the tank is

distributed equally or unequally among the columns at their

top.

(ii) The extreme windward and leeward columns (columns

A &E) develop large MR but negligibleMo' while for the
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columns lying on the bending axis (~olumns e and e') the

case is just the reverse. Moreover, the values of MR in

columns A and E are nearly equal in magnitude at any level

of the tower. While at the base at the tower the moment MR
in column A or E also approximately equals the moment MQ in

column e or e'. In other columns MQ and MR have intermediate

values-but interestingly their resultant is of the same

order as MR in column A or MQ in column e~

(iii) Points of contraflexure do not occur at the

midheights of the column panels as has been assumed in the

conventional analysis. This means that the bracings used

in the design are not sufficiently stiff compared to the

columns (KBr: Kcoi = 1:3.1), to force the columnsdev~lop

points of contraflexure at the mid-heights of their panels.

(iv) The bracings are most effective (although not

sufficiently) fOL columns Tying_-'Jn__the__bending axis and-

least effective for the extreme windward and leeward columns

as evident from the jumps in the moment diagrams of the

columns at the joints.

(v) The twisting moments in the bracings are negligible.

In view of the observation (ii) above, it appears that

if the column moments MQ and MR (Fig. 5.3) are replaced by

M and M (Fig. 5.4) ,then it would be sufficient to plotx y
only the column moment M for all the columns in singley
diagrams as in Figs. 5.9 and 5.10 for Cases 1(a) and 1 (b)

respectively. The bracing moments (MB) are also plotted

on the same diagrams. In addition the axial forces in the

columns at the bottom are shown as reactions. The bracings

I
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which develop the maximum bending moment MB and the maximum

twisting moment MT are identified in the diagrams by writing

the values of MB and MTin the corresponding braces.

It will be observed that complete moment diagrams

have not been drawn for the intermediate columns Band D.

This has been done advertently because

have to be calculated manually from MQ

M for these columns
y

and MR whereas it

appears to be of little use for design purposes.

The values of My' MB, MT and the axial forces in the

columns (AF) at critical locations are tabulated in Table 5.1

for both the Cases 1(a) & 1(b) alongside the corresponding

values calculated by the conventional method due to Jai and

Jain for direct comparison.

TABLE 5.1

~ Cases 1(a) 1 (b) Jai & Jains
Forces & Moments

~

Column A AF(kips) 225.64 225.95 222.09
(8ottom) M (K') 83.3 82.2 0.0

Y
Column E AF(kips) 252.92 252.61 262.35
(8ottom) M (K,) 84.1 83.0 0.0

Y

Column C AF(kips) 239.28 239.28 242.22
(8ottom) My (K') 85.7 85.9 47.7

8racing M8 (K,) 8.3 8.4 68.35
MT(KI) 0.014 0.05 3.42
SF(kips) 1.64 1.66 13.27

r
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5.3.2 Case Study 2

In the light of observation (i) of Case study-1,

the tower_in case study 2 is analysed only for equal

distribution of horizontal wind load at the column tops

as shown in Fig. 5.11. The resulting bending moments

My and Ma in the columns and bracings, the maximum

twisting moment MT in the br a:::ingas well as the

vertical reactions at the bases of the columns are

shown in Fig. 5.12 and the critical values tabulated

in Table 5.2. The following points are observed in this

case study:

(i) The moments (My) in the columns A, a, C and.O

are in the ratio of 1-:1.11:1.33:1.44 at the bottom ends

8nd 1:1.43:2.27:2.70 at the top ends. It is worthwhile

to note that the ratio assumed by Gray & Manning is

3:4:5:6 (Art. 3.2.3) which is equivalent to 1:1.33:1.67:2.0.

(ii) The bracing.s appear to be more or less adequate

in this case in restraining the columns (Kb : K I ~ 1:1.1).r co

(iii) The twisting moment (MT) in thebracings is of

the order of 4% of the bending moment (Ma).
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GeomettI.
Column ri~~., 18" B~uare
~p bracing,B1 • 18 K30~
Oth~r bracing, B2 • 12"x16"
Diameter of col. circle~40'
hei~bt of tower. 40'
lie. ~~ofcol=s = 12

Loads
. , ' k
H1=~.H, .H4-2-,~0
V1 • 162.47k

kV2 = 162.76
kV3 "" 163.51xV4 ., 164.50
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kV6 = 166.24
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B C H2 R,
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Cases

Forces & Moments

TABLE 5.2

2 Gray &
Manning

169

Column A AF 169.4 171.89

(Bottom) M 22.2 20.0
Y

Column G .AF 184.0 188.1

(Bottom) M 22.7 20.0
Y

Column 0 AF 176.7 180.0

(Bottom) M 32.0 34.3
Y

Bracing MB 27.3 34.3

MT 1.03 0.0

SF 5.1 7 6.86
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5.3.3 Case study 3

The space frame analysis of the tower in this case

(Fig. 5.13) also has been carried out assuming the wind

load on the tank to be distributed equally to the eight

joints at the top of the tower. Just as in case "study 2,

the results are shown dia~rammatically in Fig.5;14 and

tabulated in Tabl~ 5.3. The salient" features in this

case are as follows:

(i) The proportian of the moments at the bottom

of the columns A, Band C is about 1 :1.02:1.05.

(ii) The bracings do not seem to have adequate

stiffness compared to that of the columns (Kb:K 1=1:1.72).r co

(iii) The twisting moments in the pracings are

negligible.

TABLE 5.3

~
Cases

""

~

3 Sushil
Forces & Moments Kumar

Column A AF 437.34 4"43.0
(Bottom) M 127.4 31•B3

Y
"Column E AF 512.25 509.74
(Bottom) M 129. B 31•B3y .

Column C AF 474.79 476~37
(Bottom) M 133.9 31,B3y

Bracing MB 20.6 89".83

I
MT 0.05 0.0
SF 3.27 "14.37
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Fig. 5.13 !l.'he1;ower of ease study 2.



Cas.e Study 3
Z-lpads
V1 "' 414.799
Vc •. 421.157
V3 co 4}6.507
V4",451•858
V5 "' 458.216

kips
n

II

II

11

~load.s
H1 c }.•720 kips
H2 c 5.720 n

~ ••5.720 n

i.e H1: H2: H}=1: 1: 1

172

Geometry
Heifpt tower "'49.2 ft.
~iameter "'32.8 ft.
Column size "'25.6" dia.
Top bracing •• 25.6"x47.2"
other bracings=19.69"X19.69"
(3 layers equally spaced)

..

A D E

127•.4 129.6 133.9 131.4 129.8

43?34k448.28k 47~.79k 501.03k 512.25k

Fig. 5.14 Column moment My and bracing moment I1B"
Scale: 1" c 166.67k'
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5.3.4 Case Study 4

Fig. 5.15 shows the tower and the loads applied

at the top. This tower is analysed for an earthquake

force of 218k (vide Art. 3.3.4) assumed to act at a

height 78' from ground level i.e. 8' above the top of

the tower. The joint loads H1.H2 •••• V1,V2 etG. are

accordingly calculated taking into consideration the

dead loads as well. As in Case study-1. this tower is

also analysed for two different distributions of the

lateral forces H1• H2 etc. to the column tops. In case

4(a) H1:H2:H3:: 1:1:1 while in Case 4(b) H1:H2:H3 = 0:1:2.

Other conditions are the same for both the cases. It may

be noted here that the geometry of this tower has some

basic differences with that of the other cases. The

culumns of this tower are.battered at an approximate

ratio of 1 horizontal to 11.55 vertical. In addition, the

section or the columns is rectangular with the sides

CQ = 30" in the radial direction and CR = 18" in the

~angential direction with resrect to the circle of columns

(Fig. 5.16). The results of analysis for the two cases.

4(a) and 4(b). are shown in Figs. 5.17 and 5.18 respec-

tively and tabulated in Table 5.4 along with the results

of conventional analysis. The following points are obsrved

in this case study:

(i) Equal or unequal distribution of the horizohtal

forces H1• H2 •••• etc. at the column tops does

not affect the results significantly.
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Geometry
height of 'tower" 70.0'
lIismeter •• ~O.O' at t;c)p ") i

and 42." at bottoxn : / '
Batte,r of columns••':11.55 J
Column size:CR ••18" ~~;:30"\:\
Top braeio.g ••20"x40" ' ,
<Jther bracings ••15"x31" j,
(6 equidistant llyers) 1

X-loads I1t 'top
H, •. 27.25 kips
,~ •• 27.25 ••
~ •.~7.25 "
i.e ~:~~~.,':1:1

Z-lpads at 'top
V, c 243.180 kips
V2 •.253.379 It

V3 •. 278.000 ••
V4 •• 302.621 ••
V5 •• 312.821 "

Case 4{a)

'187.8 150.5 111.5 144.'7 119.6

16'.67k 218.5911: 356.05%: 4(}3••$3k, 5~.53k

.i'ig. 5.'? Co11Dllll _oment It). en4brac1Ag&o»eA't~•

.acale; ,,, • 4"'6.'61k~ , -:
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Case 4{b).
Z-loade at top: as in case 4(a).
'X-loads lit t;op: H1 '" 0.0 kips.

liZ- 27.25 "
ii~••54.50 u

i.e. H1:H2:li, ~ 0:1:2

Geometry
,Same.as in case 4(a)

-.~'

'180.0

547.88k

Fig. 5 .•'118 Ool\l1llIl moment My and I bracing mOlllent MB
(SCale: 1" ••416.67k ) .

, 6~-""'",
I
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(ii) The bracings are quite effective in cons-

tral,ning the columns (Kb:K 1 = 1.85:1).• r co

(~ii) The moments (My) in the columns A. Band C

are in the ratio of about 1:0.8:0.6 at the

bottom, 1:1.2:1.4 at the top and 1:2.3:3.6

,at intermediate panel ends.

(iv) The column moments'"at intermediate panels'

ere considerably lower than those at top

or bottom po-wls for all columns except

those on bending axis for which the moments

Gre more or less uniform from top to bottomo

(v) The twisting moments (MT) in the bracings

are of the order of 4% of the bending moments

(MO) in the bracings.

( .,
V). J E'xcep-c;ing top 2nd i 8ttorn panelst in general)

My is largest for column' lying on the bendir)g

axis (coL C or C') for "hich I is smallest,y "

whereas M is smallest for columns lying ony

the extreme windward or l~eward side for

which I ,is largest.
y
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5.4 Study of Parameters

The parameters studied to some extent to determine

the response of the tower to variations of the parameters

are as follows:

(i) distribution of horizontal force to the columns

at their top,

(ii) the orientation of column section w.r. to the

circwe of columns,

(iii) the inclination or batter of columns, and

(iv) the stiffness of braces.

In addition to considering the results of the fore-

going case studies, the tower of case study-4 is specially

considered for further analysis for the sake of investi-

gation. The tower is supposed to be acted up~!lby ahori~ -

zontal force,FEQ = 218k due to earthquake in the positive

x-direction'at a height of 8;0' from the:top of the-tower."'

This horizontal force may conuentionally be distributed

to the column tops in various proportions, maintaining

symmetry about x-axis. the axial force induced in any

column is assumed to be proportional to its distance from

the axis of bending. This force is added algebraically

to the column loads due to dead load of the tank water.

The joint loa~s and fixed-end-moment~ due to the weight

of bracings and columns are computed and appli8d at the

joints by the data generation sub-routine. These are not

shown in Fig. 5.15. The results 9f the investigation of

the parameters are presented and discussed one by one in

the followingsub-article~.
." ,
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berlding !lion:ents .Etc~ in the columns O]~ b)'acings~ 50 long

8S tIle louds 2pplied in. say x-direction aTG symmetrical

arB Rctu21ly governed by tllG totaJ. ITi2g!li.tlJde of the hori-
zontGl force and. are virtually unaffect~[j by the ratio

in Ivhich the force j.s'-assumed to be dist~il)uted to the
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oirectiDn enci shorter side in {-.he t,:-.nobtyc.iaJ. direction

witl, respect ~-o the circle o~ colum!1~, i,8t CR = 181'

end .C["J ~ 3D" i.lg~ 5~16)~ The column- ~cction could also
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hE"~_V[~bHen r:;t15.gned the other Lila)! rn&k5.ng r:R = =;:[,:~ 2nd

CQ = 18'1. In order to determine which orientation is

p~eferable from tho point of view of efficiency and

hence 8conomY$ thr8~~'caSBS have been considered 4(c),

,J ')' . d 4 (' T 11 th th t. 1"1 \ a ') e /. _n a ese cases e sec lone .. area

of the colum~ 85 also the other conditiorls have been

k8pt the same~ while the relative values of CR and CQ

have been changed as follows:

4(c) CR = 18", CQ = 30"

4(d) CR = 23.24", CQ = 23.24" (squ8.re s8ction)

4(8) CR = 3D", CQ = 18"

Th: deflected shape of the tower (consid~ring x and z

displacements only) fo~ the three caSBS Bre shDwn in

Figs. 5~19. 5.20 and 5.21 respectively while the bending

mClmonts etc~ in ,the "col-umns ~nd bracin~s are shown. in
Figs. 5.22, 5.23. and 5.24 respectively. If the )(-displace-

lnsnt of the top of the tower ~ be considered as allr
index of the stiffness Df ti,e tower as a whole, then it

would be apparent from the deflected shapos that the

stiffri8ss increases in the order 4(c) + 4(d) 0. 4(8) bS 6
x

decreases in that order from 1.05" + 0.877': + 0.759".

~his may be explained as follows. The horizontal force

applied parallel to the x-axis develops bending moments

in the columns &bout y-axis (M ), the moments about x-axisy

baing negligible. In restrailling the columns against M ,
Y

the bracings are most effective for columns C and C' lying

on the bending axis and leHst effective for columns A & E



Case 4(c)
Loads as in case 4(a).
Geometry elso as in case 4(a)
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except: batter of columns ~ 1:11
ColUllll1 size : CR co 18" t C~ ~ ?O"
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Fig. 5.19 x and. z displacements f.or tower
;of case -4(c). (Scale: ""co"") .
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Case 4(d)
Loads as in case 4(a)
Geometry also as in caee 4(a) except: batter of columns. 1111

and Col. size CR -23.24", C~ -23.24"
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Fig. 5.20 x and z displacements.
'Scale: 1" = 1" }
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Case 4(e)
Loads as in case 4(a)
Geometry also as in case 4(a) except: batter of columns c 1:11

and Col. size: CR c 30". C~ • 18"
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Fig. 5.21 x and E displacements for tpwer of .
caBe study 4(e).(Scale~ 1n~1")
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CMe4(c)

Loads as in case 4(a).
Geometry also 'as in case 4(a) except: batter of columns" 1:11

column size: CR ••18", CQ "30".

148.6 110.0 176.8

164.?6k 2?0.?7k ;56.53k 492.32k 548.61k

Fig. 5.22 C(>lUllUimoment ~eDd ~aci,ng mOinent 'J1J"
".. k'

Scale: 1" ••416,,67
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Case 4Cd.~.
: - -,

J,oads as in l:aBe 4(8) .••.

Geomeb:7 also as iil ,case 4(a)QCcept: batter ot colUlnIl:B •• 1 :11
~ col'lJlineizec2;.24"x23.2411

92.1

103.9
549.?1k

Fig. 5.23 Col\lIllh mome~t li,.an1brac1ng moment liB.
Scale: 1" • 416.67k .

,
'.-
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'"

Case 4(,)

Loads as in case 4(a)
Geometry elso BiB in case 4(a) except : batte~ of columns -1:11

and col~ size ~ 50nE18"

60.2
k'163••78

127.6

220.24k
126.4

492.95k

E

Fig. 5.24 Columri IllOjD,entfJandbracing moment i'lB., Y k" '
~file: 1" •• 416••67
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lying farthest away from the bending axis. As a result

columns C & C' develop larger My than columns ~ or E.

Therefore, it is quite logical that if the columns that

develop larger My

lus (5y) or moment

withstand the load

are provided with larger section~ modu-

of inertia (Iy)' the structure would

more effectively and undergo lesser

deflection. The orientation of column section in case 4(e)

conform with this requirement and hence the.deflection

A is least in this ca~e. Fig. 5.22 shows that with the
x

column orientation of case 4(c), the bending moments

M at the base of columns A or E are very nearly equal.
y

to the bending moment (M ) at the top of column C(or c').y
But the moment of inertia I of column C(or C') is muchy .
less than that of column A(or E). If column A is just

safe for a given My' then obviously column C will not

be safe for the same My. Now taking into account_the

very fact that M for columns A and C are more or less
y

equal, one may be tempted to provide a square section

that would give the same I for both A & C as in Case 4(d).
y

However, an inspection of column moments as portrayed

in Fig: 5.23 for Case 4(d) unveils a new dimension of

the problem. It is observed that the momentM in columny

C is now about twice as much as that in column A. This

is not unexpected however. Because by making the columns

square, the stiffness (about y-axis) of column C has been

increased while that of column A has been decreased.

As a result column C now draws a larger share (about

15% more in this case) of the moment while column A draws
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a smaller share compared to Case 4(c). Thus it is evident

that square sections (Cq=CR) are more desirable than rec-

tangular sections with cq> CR. In fact it may be more

rational t~ use a rectangular section with its longer

side in the tangential direction (CR> CQ) as in case 4(e).

This makes column C(or C') even stiffer (because of larger

I ) and hence it draws an even larger moment (~ 15%) as
y

evident from Fig. 5.24. But considering the column moments

in the three cases 4(c), 4(d) and 4(e~ the orientation in

Case 4(e) seems to be more reasonable than in the other

two cases. As is obvious, however, an it~rative process

would have to be performed in order to arrive at the opti-

mum ratio of CR to cq that_might result in the mostecono-

mical design.

5.4.3 Batter~f Columns

The effect of batter of columns on the column moments

and forces may be noticed in F.igs. 5.25, 5.23 and 5.26

{Cases 4(f), 4(d) and 4(g) respectively}. In these three

cases, the column and bracing sections as well as the

loads (at top) are the same. Only the inclination (or

batter) of columns has been changed as follows:

Case Inclination

4(f) 1.5:22

4(d) 2.0:22

4(g) 2.5:22

It is observed from the corresponding figures that, as the

t.,
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Case 4;<r)

Loads as in case 4(8)

Geometry also as in case 4(a) except: batter of ~olumns = 1.5:22
i.e. 1:14.6'i

Bad col\DlIl size = 2;.24"x:2; ••24" .

Column moment 1'1 and bt'acing moment Ma•.Yk'
Scale: 1" = 416.'67.. .•

116.1
147.17k

Fig. 5.25

1.62.9
554.11k:

157•.8
5OO •.46k:

89.6

,
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Case 4(g)

i.oadsas b ease 4(a}••

Column flize •• 23.24"x23.24"
Batter of columns = 2.5:22 ;i.e. 1:8.8

9,.8
540.45k

140.6
k359.26

121.8

231.16k

9~.2

Column moment M ~d braeingmomentMB
Yk'SCale: 1" ••4~6.67'

." ..
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batter of columns increases, the sum of the moments in the

columns slowly decreases but the sum of the axial forces

of the columns increases. This increase of axial force is

due to the increased lengths of bracings and columns. It

is therefore apparent that increasing the splay of columns

beyond some optimum value would turn out to be uneconomical;

because the gain attainable in the design of column section

due to reduction of moment will be offset by the increased

volume of material due to increased lengths of the bracings

and columns. The increase in the lengths of the bracings

due to the splay of columns may be quite considerable for

tall to~ers. However, slight battering of columns (of the

order of 1:15) are found to be economical, because with

gradu~l increase of splay beginning from zero,the column

moments at first decrease rapidly and then the trend gra-

dually flatternS~own ..(Fig. 5.27). But it appears that

the 1:11 inclination of the columns as used by BRTC is

slightly excessive.

5.4.4 Stiffness .ofB~aceS --_.

The effectivenss or for that matter the stiffness of

the bracings is a factor of primary importance. The assump-

tion that points of contraflexure occur at the mid-heights

of column panels would be void if the bracingsare not :

effective enough. It is observed from the moment diagrams

that the performance of the bracings in case studies 1

and 3 is highly unsatisfactory as reflected in Figs. 5.9

,
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(or 5.10) and 5.14, though in case study-2 the situation

is slightly better (Fig. 5.12). In all the case studies

it is, howeve~observed that the bracings are more effec-

tive fo~ columns lying on or near the bending axis and

far less effective for extreme windward and leeward

columns.

It is. therefore, apparent tQat in order that the.

br acings may stand up to their purpose they must be made

much more stiff than they have been in the above three
"

cases. The required stiffness of the bracings would .obvi-

ously be influenced by the stiffness of the columns; the

stiffer the columns are, the stiffer must the bracings

be. In case study-4 the bracingsappear to be strong enough

to stand up to their purpose as displayed in Figs. 5.17

or 5.18. It will be observed from these figures that due

to desirable performance-of the bracingsthe columns ,do.

develop points of contraflexure at about midheights of

the panels excepting the bottom and topmost panels. It
,',may be observed that in the bottom panel the points of I

contraflexure move upwards especially for the coiumns

A & E. This is due to total fixity of the columns at the

base and ineffectiveness of the braci~gs for columns A & E.

Similar effect is observed in the uppermbst panel due to

high stiffness of the top bracing which is substituted

for the bottom circular beam of the tank atop the columns.
,

,
It is observed that the restraint moment.M in columns ,Ay ,
or E in top and bottom panels is about twice as much as
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the end moments in the columns in other (intermediate)

panels. In column

the SomE from top

C however the moment M, y
panel to bottom panel.

'1

.
remains almost



CHAPTER 6_

CONCLUSION

6.1 Findings from the Investigation

6.1.1 Introduction

The conventional methods of analysis of Intze tanks

and the supporting-towers differ so widely in their approach

that designers find it difficult to determine which method

is more rational and as such which one to follow. The

differences between the various methods have been investi-

gated, pointed out and reflected through appropriate case

studies in the early stage (Chapter 2 and 3) of this resear-

chwor~. In the second phase the same problems as considered

in the case studies have been analysed by sophisticated

Finite Element programs using axi-symmetric shell elements

for the tank itself and space frame elements for the suppor-

ting tower. The results of this computer analysis have been

presented in t:hapters4 and 5 for the tank and-the--tower

respectively. This investigation clearly indicates that the

conventional methods often lead to uneconomical designs in

certain respects and what may, in fact,be fatal, to unsafe

designs in other respects. This would be clear when the

findin~s of this research as summarised below are compared

with the assumptions of the conventional methods. The con-

clusions arrived at on the basis of the computer analysis

of the tank and the tower are presented in the following

two articles.-
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5,1,2 C6nclLsions from the Analysis of the iank

The conclusions stemmj,ng from the results of Finite
EJ.r:mr:;r!t. an2!-)'fd.s of the Intze tc:nk are as follolus:

(1) Membl'cne analysis holds good for the top and

!~ottDm domes except for a small peripheral ring (about-
on~-f;fth of the radi~ of the corresponding dome). This

p~riphBI'31 ~ing needs to be designed for bending moment

:tn buth top and bottom domes and for hoop tension in the

tOl' do,no. Sometimes hoop tension may also develop in the

peripheral ring of the bottom dome depending on the relative

98Dl11ctI-icalp'oportions of the cone and the bottom dome.

_(ii) The hoop force in the top ring beam is about 30

to ~O rcrcent of that obtained by conventional method.

(iii) The cylindrical wall is to be designed primarily

fo:: I',,,op tension which happens to be maximum at or near the

bCIVcc..m.TRking into account the variation.of hoop force in

the vc:ctiCBJ. direction" considerable s2vi'ng of materia~ can
be Eelll_Bued by making the section of the wall tapered towards

'.I"" top" The; bE,nding moment in the Well remains so small that

p:"Gctically no flexural reinforcement is necessary except

for the mild sagging momont at the base of the wall.

(iv) The design of the bottom ring beam by conventional

mLthrd appears to be quits reasonable. The hoop force in this

!:i:-li] l~~;~n: rr:; calculated by conventional metho~-,{ is "in fair

U~l:,'(:(-il!~.'nt~;i{:hthc.t Qb-;.eined by Finite Element analy~is.

(\/) The::conical 111eJl must be designed for both hoop

tell;';:! rJ e~.;r: fflE;x-idional mo:np,nt" The: hoop force "is maximum at
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;.he lc: ant' Decreases almost linearly to a small positive
0)' Ill'\" "ivE \(",lullat the lower. end of the conical wall.
PC:J:ElCiu;:.i.c&j,ly,ther. fore, the conical wall may be made
.:.h5nne: 1.,01":::'"7.'(.15 the bottom as the hoop -tension almost

'.'I'Hii,-h,' c.:. tho.: bot/com, The thickness of the wall is in
fu:t ge,v,,-,;c'ciby ,oop tension at the top end end meridional

(vi) Finite Element analysis using axi-symmetric shell
1 . •

C: .. fo:;I1IC i-its g1.V8S no idea about the stress conditions in the
bo~tDI" circul&r beaml as such conventional methocs may be
rol]."'l"C[:f[j: its analysis- which appear to be quite conser-
Vi. t3 \.! [

'vii) As regards the effect of wind load on the tank
bc,dv it isol'served that the stresses caused by wind are
vcr: sma].l compared to tho~e due to gravity or hydrostatic
!,:, C,SC,lI:,C', In ,!:i.e", of the fact that 33% over'stressing is
.:lJowco when the effect Df wind is cDnsidered, the wind

Q,1,3 Conclus!ons from the Analysis of the Tower

The conclusions.arrivedatonth~ basis of the space
frame analysiE of the supporting tower are as follows: '

(i) The bracings are most effective for columns lying
'r)!" t", bcnd5.ng axi:; (3nd least effec ~ive for thOE", lying on

:,.,-r:si::".h~ e of the brccings is negligible-:
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(ii) Due to the above behaviour of the bracings the

columns on th~ bending axis develop much larger moments

thall the extreme windward and leeward columns do. As such

~eet3rlgular column sections with the longer side in the

tcn~8ntial direction are found to be more effective and

r-conomica.l~

( .... ; )~~'.- For tall towers slight battering of columns

(6f the order 1:15) results in economy.

(iv) Effectiveness of the bracings is very essential

to ensure that points of contraflexure in the columns occur

at about the midheights of the panels between layers of

br2cings. The bracings are found to be more or less effec-

t5.va D.hRn the flexural stiffness of the bracing about

hG~izontal axis of the section is ne.rly the same as that

of the cDlumn about the radial axis of its section.

(v) Due to total fixity of the columns at the bas~

U,C' pc,int of (;ontraflexure in the bottom panel tends to

1110\18 l'pwards especially for the columns lying away from

th~ b~nding axis. Similar effect is observed in the top

pRi\f.lE:S well to/herethe point of contraflexure moves down-

ward. Th.s point must be borne in mind while designing the

.,h:.,s::esearchwork hc;s bsen limited. to the. study of

;"i': S,.:i'C'iCG conditions in the various parts of the Intze

':.:Ilk i,;;eJ, the supporting tOluer. ~Jo effort could have been
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made towards proportioning the component parts of the

IntzB tank for optimum design. Attempts may be made to

DOV, op charts/tablss giving coefficients for calculating

rrIDnl(~i1'~; .hoop tension ~ mel'idional stres~ etc .. in the compo-

!lent sllells/ring bORms. Theheight/diBmeter ratio of the

r:ylilld:dcalpo;:tion of the tank, depth and inclination of

tile' con.i.cal wall, thickness of the various shells and size

of the ring beams may be considered as parameters in deve-

lnping puch charts. As regards the supporting tower, it

"'[julabe v8ry useful if the bending moments in the columns

cL,nut either axis could be related to'the column sections

~nd orientation, stiffness and spacing of bracings etc.

giving empirical relations to aid designs without going

for computGr 6n&lysis~
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